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Business Manager To Leave KC
by Robert Kem

After four and a half years at Kean College, Steven Pi ccolo, Business Manager for Student Organization is leaving on November 12.
By resigning fron, his position , Piccolo is f urthering his
ca reer and making a financial step up.
Called "the best Business
Manager I've ever worked with"
by Buz Whelan, Presiden t of
St udent ?rg., . Pi~colo has
worked with six d1ffrent administrations, which puts him
ahead of many government emplorees.
Piccolo started after he
answered an ad in the StarLedger. From the begi nning it
was not just a job for him . " When
I first took the job I was very
happy to be in the position I was
in," sa id Piccolo. " Immediate
responsi~ility . . .and I had the
surroundings , the y_o uthful
people and congenial atmosphere." ,

What exactly is a Business
Manager? Basically he handles
the funds of the Student
Orga nization but, as Piccolo put
it, he must "read architectural
plans and be able to relate to the
specialized groups qn campus . .
.it will be tough finding a
replacement. (There are) limited
funds available so you 're not going to be able to go out and find
someone with experience."
Over the years Piccolo h"as
noted a " loss of personal commitment to moral and social
values" on the part of college
students, likening it to his days in
college during the sixties.
" I'm not saying that students

are any less for commitments,
I'm just saying that it's a different
time. I think that there is a lack of
leadership figures for students to
follow today, be inspired by .. .I
think that there are some individuals on this campus who are
very good figures and I have to
say that Nathan Weiss is one of
them. "
·
Piccolo came out very strongly
about the assets of the school
and contended that there is little
school loyalty. " I think (school
spirit) is almost non-existent at
this school, to be frank . I think
that we saw a little bit in athletics.
.. but I think that in a commuter
college it's tough ." He stated the
reasons as a "lack of dependency
on the campus" and the location
of the campus in the " metropolitan area with so many
other influences around. "
" Students a re not encouraged
(Continued on back page}
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Humanitarian Seeks Help
For Union Fire Victim
by B.R. Schwartz '
The
Philip
Portnoy
Humanitarian Association is
looking for volunteers to raise
funds for Keith Lamera, 17, of
Union. He was burned over 80
percent of his body on October
5th while deaning motorcycle
~r~

in the bawment of hi!.

home at 665 Carlyle Street. The
house was totally destroyed and
his mother and two brothers
were treated for minor injuries.
They are currently staying in
temporary lodgings.
Keith is reported to be in

guarded condition in the Burn
Center at St. Francis Hospital in
Trenton.
A public relations man for
American Bakeries in New
Jersey, Union resident Philip
Portnoy, has spent the last 12
years in charity work. He
founded the Hum-itarian Association for "the purpose of

helping people in need";
whether to raise money for
medical bills, arrange or pay for
housing for a family, or charity
work for the crippled. Auctions,
(Continued on back page}

during half time ceremonies.

Ali Reynolds is the Third
World nominee. Renee Joyce, of
Sigma Ka ppa Phi , became first
runner-up. Second, third and
fourth runners-up were Chr istine Jadelis, Residence Halls;
Jeannie Lonerga n, cheerleaders;
Leslie Silber, Football team,
respectively.
" Wow," said the
newly
crowned queen, " thank you very
much . I don 't know how you d id
it but thank you."
The homecoming festivities
were the brainchild of Mark
Ruggieri, Senior Class President.
" I'm very_glad ," said Ruggieri,
"that everything went very nice.
The best thing was the starting
off the homecoming with the
Halloween Party. Everything
went really good. "
" I had so much cooperation
from the people working with
me which made the ceremonies
go very well. "
About the Queen, Ruggieri
sta ted, " Next week or the week
after, I' m going to get together
with the d irector o f the alumni
association, Jim Alle n, and the
new queen , Ali Reynolds. We' re
going to decide what the queen
will be doing for the coming
year . There's a possibil ity of get~
ting all the queens from the eight
state colleges together and talking about what each school can
do together as a function."

Jim Allen stated, " I think the
day went very well. I would have
liked to have seen more people
turn out for the events, but aside
from that, I thought the day went
very well. We had more people
out this year than last year."
Dr. Nathan Weiss, President,
commented on the proceedings.
" It was lovely. All we needed was

.

•. . putting the Carter
before the Ford.
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40 Credit Limit Proposal Pushed ·
by Robert Siniakin

Approximately 40 concerned students, faculty, and
administrators were present at the College Curriculum
Committee meeting on October 26th f'"'r the continuation of the discussion on the proposal to increase
the 40 credit hour limit.
man, move it as quickly as I can."
Many upperclassmen were
concerned that the proposal

would not be presented to the
Faculty Senate

in time for the ad-

vance reglstradon and that they
would have to take courses
which do not pertain to their major.

Frank Esposito, Chairperson,
commented, "I will guarantee
that this committee will explore
all the possibilities and, as chair-

Home CO ming Festivities Success_ful
by Robert Kern
The suspense ended for five
women Saturday afternoon
when Ali Reynolds was crowned
Homecoming Queen for '75-'76

Photo by Steve !,cheiner

Steve Piccolo will step down as Business Manager after four and a half
years.

a band. I really thought it was
great."
The lack of a band referred to
by Dr. Weiss was the failure of
the Malcolm X Shabazz High
School Band's arrival. No reasons
were stated for their absence.
A luncheon held earlier in the
day honored the Alumnus of the
(Continued on back page)

He added, "We cannot move
faster than we are moving since
there are other items on the
agenda."
The committee witl makethefr

recommendations to the Faculty
Senate in December. The Senate
will then vote on the proposal:
They can reject it, send it to an
Ad Hoc Committee for further
study, or approve it and send it
on to the Board of Trustees for
their decision.
The present 40 credit limit is
preventing students from Kean
to receive an education that
would enable them to compete
with students of other colleges.
Robert Swenson, an Industrial
Studies Major remarked, "I am
finding it hard to find a job
because I am competing against
students who are better·
prepared." He added, "If the
school doesn 't upgrade its
system then it will take a second
class approach ." He· also added,
" he would like to see the school
uplifted ."
Robert Herring , Student
Organization Representative on
the All College Curri culum
Committee commented, " Your
last se mester should be spent
taking courses in the field that
you are going to be employed
in." He added , " but not taking
irrelevant courses." He also

added, "Why should Kean
College graduates be inferior to
Rutgers, Montclair and other
college graduates?"
Bob Coplen, an Evening
Student, said that he went from a
job in a bank to a job in a money
brokerage firm. He added,
"They want to I t ~ " _ .

courses you have ln the business
_field and not how many courses
you have in music, art, history,
etc."
The present system has one
"loop hole" which allows a
transfer student to take more
than 40 credits in their major. According to Leslie Hiraoka, Chairman of the Management Science
and
Economics , Transfer
Students from Country Colleges,
many of these students have or
. already will be transferring their
credits which may or may not exceed 40 credits will be permitted
to take additional courses in his
major. Whereas a Kean student is
prevented by the 40 credit limit. _
Dr. Metz, Earth and Planetary
Science , representing the
unanimous consent of the Curriculum Committee of his
department pointed out that the
problem of the 40 credit limit has
been bothering us for years ." He
added , " We believe that the 30
credit lower limit should stay."
He also added , " In the Earth and
Pla netary Science department
we have been disadvantaged by
it since most of our courses are 4
cred its each."
Marie Salandra , Academic Advisor, remarked , " If we know in
fact to survive and compete we
have to raise the limit."

Assault In Th-e Dorm

Photo b y Steve Sch ein er

Ali Reynolds, Third World Nominee, was crowned Homecoming
Queen.

by Joe Sulgia, Jr.
Eugene Bacat, a dorm resident,
has been charged with autrocious -assault and battery,
threatening to kill , assault with a
. dangerous weapon , possess ion
of a dangerous weapon , and
possession of stolen property.
Arraigned in Union Township
Municipal Court Monday , Bacat
has been remanded in the Union
County jail at $2,500 bail.
According to Detective Gerald
McGrath , Ba cat went to his
apartment about 1 :30 last Tuesday and threatened to throw his

roommates Mike Rodgers and
Tony Giulith out the window if
they didn 't pay half of his $500
bail fo r a previo ~,s c rime _ ( p. 1
Independent, Sept. 281,
When the two refused to
cooperate, Bacat th e n antagonized the two roommates.
- Holding a knife , Ba cat th e n assaulted Rodger-s , and punched
him in his face , breaking his
nose. Rodgers wrestled Bacat to
the floor and told Giulith to get
help.
(Continued on page 11)
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American Youth Hostels
Seeks Student Members
American Youth Hostels , Inc.,
Delaplane , Virginia 22025 Thousands of college students
across the nation joined the non-profit American Youth Hostel
Association this past summer and
took advantage of inexpensive ,
overnight lodging facilities in
various parts of the world .
The International Youth
Hostel Federation , of which A YH
is a member , is comprised of 50
countries throughout the world
, that collectively operate over
4,500 hostels (simple, overnight
establishments that offer beds,
usually bunks in dormitories,
showers and kitchen facilities)
tor as little as $1.50 to $3.50 a
night. Travelers are expected to
" Hostel " - hike , bicycle , canoe,
ski , etc. , while visiting a hostel.
Hostelers do such " square"
things as sitting around a blazing
tireplace in the hostel commonroom , while guzzling cider , toasting marshmallows and exchanging dialogue witli other
hostelers from various parts of
the globe.

If you are the type of person
who enjoys the reality of nature
- the sound leaves make when
you kick through them in the
woods, making a " snow angel "
even though you are grown up,
or roasting hot dogs around a
campfire with a group of fellow
hikers or cross-country skiers then you 're a candidate for
membership in AYH!
AHY 1977 Membership began
on October 1st and will run until
December 31st of next year . .. all
for $11 (if you 're 18 or above) or
$5 (for those 17 and under) .
It's true that a lot of A YH
members use their membership
only. in the summer , in order to
get inexpensive lodging while
vactioning . But those in the
know , take part in the many activities offered throughout the
tall and winter by one of the 30
A YH Area Councils in the United
States. Each of the councils offers
group activities in camping,
canoeing, hiking, bicycling, rafting, sailing, etc .. . so there is
always something to do.

If you are interested in any
type of outdoor recreation , from

plant study to nature
photography , contact
Bill
Gilmore, 703-592-3271, to see if
they currently have an activity
you like. They can also give you

information about hosteling
next summer, using any of the
almost 200 hostels in the U .S. or
one of the thousands overseas.
If there isn't presently an A YH
Council near your school , write
.to American Youth Hostels,
National Campus, Delaplane ,
Virginia 22025 , for information
about starting a hostel club.
A YH is non-profit, non-sectarian , non-political - but it 's
not "non-fun! "

"Carousel" Slated
For Kean Theatre
Carousel,
the
memorable
musical play by Rodgers and
Hammerstein, will open Friday ,
November 12 at the Eugene
Wilkins Theatre of Kean College ,
Union.
Set in Maine in the 1880's,
Carousel is the story of carnival
barker Billy Bigelow, and Julie
Jordan, the mill girl he eventually
marries . The play depicts a community of colorful New England
characters. Songs from the
musical include ''If I Loved You " ,
" June is Bustin ' Out All Over 1' ,
and the famous " Soliloquy "
(" My Boy Bill " ).
The production is being
directed by Dr. Jason Teran, Assistant Professor of Theatre at
Kean . Musical Direction is by
Prof. William Feldman , and
choreography is under the direction of Miss Karen Hold , adjun ct
professor of theatre. The performance schedule is November
12, 13, 18, 19, 20at8:00P.M .. with
a special matinee on Nov. 14 at
2:30 P.M . For further intormation on tickets or reservations, please · call 527-2349 or
527-2350. The box office will
open on November 1 in the
lobby of the Wilkins Theatre.
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Students Doubt Warren Findings
New York , New York-On the
13th anniversary of the death of
John F. Kennedy, Kennedy assassination theories are an increasingly popular topic of
interest on college campuses.
According to an article in the
December ~ issue of Gallery
magazine, few students believe
that the findings of the Warren
Commission are authoritative or
totally valid.
At some colleges the assassination theory has become
an activist issue. (;hris Conway ••
editor of'the student paper at the
University of Missouri , relates
that his school 's student body
senate has endorsed a resolution
asking Missouri ' s Congressional
delegation to press for an investigation into Kennedy's murder,
with lobbying by a group of campus assassination buffs. Yet, on
other
campuses , students
generally observe the spreading
controversy
and
theories
without taking any action. As
Robert Walker, editor of the
student paper at the University
of Utah remarked, " This attitude
seems to reflect that 'laid back '

wait-and-see approach common
to isolated but aware communities."
On most campuses, articles
and speakers on assassination
conspiracies increasingly draw
students ' attention. Jan Selinger,
editor of the campus paper at
Pennsylvania State University,
remarked in the December issue
of Gallery that when the Zapruder film of the assassination
was shown on her campus , the
event was attended by a nearcapacity crowd .
The college students' remarks
in the Gallery article clearly
demonstrate
that
America 's
current crop of college age
youth were profoundly affected
by the Kennedy assassination ,
even though the majority of
college students were preschoolers at the time. According
to Jan Selinger, " Today' s college
students were then too young to
seriously think about the assassination back in 1963. They are
just now beginning to grasp what
it all means. Sure we remember
the day Kennedy was shot. And
not only do we remember the

NJEA To Hold Atlantic City Convention
ATLANTIC CITY - The New
Jersey Education Assn. will offer
the state's teachers three days of
activities
to improve their
background knowledge and
classroom skills at the annual
NJEA Convention here Thursday
to Saturday , Nov. 4-6.
.
The NJEA Convention annually draws some 40,000
teachers to its hundreds of
meetings
on
instruction ,
methodology,
subject-matter.
and innovations at Convention

Hall and surrounding hotels .
The Convention has three
general sessions in Convention
Hall. State Education Commissioner Fred Burke and civil
rights leader Jesse Jackson will
address the first general session
Thursday evening. NJEA
President Judith M . Owens and
humorist Art Buchwald are
featured at the Friday afternoon
general session . Gov. Brendan
Byrne will highlight the Friday
evening general session, which

also includes a special presentation to State Sen . Wayne
LJumont, Jr.
NJEA is presenting meetings
on 10 critical issues over the first
two days of the Convention. The
issues include " Thorough and Efticient Education," "Discipline ."
"Reading," "Affirmative Action," "Testing, " "Basic Skills, " ·
" Urban Schools," and "SAT
Scores."
NJEA's
policy-making
Delegate Assembly convenes on

Solar Energy Development Is Neglected
Desr,i•~ our avowed national
goal to reduce our dependence
on foreign oil, and despite the
need to find a reliable, safe and
inexhaustible alternative source
of energy , we have failed to give
sufficient priority to the
development of the sun's power
- the oldest and safest form of
energy there is.
Even after the oil embargo. the
Administration has been reluctant to pursue aggressively solar

day, we probably remember exactly what we were doing when
we heard the news."
Although the college editors
surveyed in the Gallery article
were of the opinion that the
country had not been told the
truth by the Warren Commission , neither did they believe
that the Warren Commission
deliberately lied to the public
concerning their findings.
Remarks Robert Walker, editor ·
of the paper at the University of
Utah, " The Warren Commission
obviously did not do its job.
There are too many irregularities
and investigative shortcomings
in its report. I don't believe the
Warren Commission consciously
or willingly lied to the American
public; but rather, gripped by
the pressure of lingering
emotional trauma , sought reassurance in the proclamation of
selected facts as the truth . Now
the only truth we have is the
widespread feeling that the real
story is possibly more massive ,
more complex, and more deeply
connected to the vital organs of
our government than we want to
realize .
Comments Steve Brown ,
editor of the student paper at
Southern Methodist University
in Dallas, Texas , " The people of
this country were a little too
quick to accept when the investigation revealed in the Sixties .
They believed the Commission
because they wanted to . It was
easy , too easy , for a grieving
nation to buy the notion that one
lone madman in Texas had taken
it on himself to kill the president.
We accepted the story because
we wanted to ."
The Gallery roundtable discussion
on
Kennedy assassination theories is the third in
a series written by editors of
leadin~ college newspapers discussing topical issues on campus.

energy development. Last
month the President's budget request to Congress for solar
programs was only half what the
Solar Division of the Energy
Research and Development Administration wanted.
Instead, nuclear energy has
been emphasized as an alternative to fossil fuels. In fact, the
total nuclear budget request this
year is thirty times the proposed
solar budget. Ironically , the Ad-

ministration would spend twice
as much to protect Americans
trom nuclear wastes and
malfunctions alone, as on the entire solar budget.
Yet after decades of research,
costing the taxpayers billions of
dollars, nuclear energy has yet to
make a dent in the total needs of
the nation. And it continues to
pose a serious hazard to the
public. Certainly, the harnessing

of sunlight would be a far more
desirable goal than unleashing
nuclear power .
Now, as never before, solar
power is an idea whose tim.e has
come. It is safe for the environment. It is readily available.
and it is everlastingly abundant.
A typical house could supply
from its own rooftop all the electricity and heating and cooling
energy it needs.
But while solar energy is free .
the taking of it isn't. It involves
special devices on rooftops to
capture the sun's energy. and
fairly elaborate methods of
collecting and transferring it to
storage units. The challenge is to
shrink the cost of gathering the
sun's energy, so that solar energy
can compete successfully in the
marketplace with conventional
forms of energy.
Already, new homes, schools,
and commercial buildings using
solar energy have been sprouting across the country. However,
solar energy will not be widely
used until costs decline , and
costs will not fall without a
greater investment in solar
research and technology.

opening day at Haddon Hall
Hotel to consider proposals from
NJEA's committee system and
trom the membership.
In addition , the Convention
program includes hundreds of
seminars and meetings on subjects ranging from specifics such
as the teaching of math. science.
and reading to such special
interests as bilingual education
and women in education .
As in past years. the Convention includes a number of clinics
intended to upgrade the instructional skill of teachers. especially
beginners experiencing classroom problems. Another
cluster of seminars seeks to
spread
innovative
teaching
ideas. At a third series of
meetings,
educational
publishers arrange presentations
by the actual authors of new textbooks .
The Convention concludes
with the annual concert of the
All State Chorus and Orchestra at
2 p.m. Saturday in the Ballroom
of Convention Hall.

To Write Or
Not To Write
(CPS)-lf you are in college
taking a writing course, or even if
you have younger brothers or
sisters in high school English
courses-composition as opposed to literature-you and
they will find that the longer,
more pompous , high fallutin and
unorganized
sentences
you
write on yours or their essays.
sentences like this one , for example , you will receive better
grades from your teachers, many
of whom can't recognize good
writing, a Chicago researcher has
found.
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OPER,S'

■ORNER.

by Haight A shburry

For the most part, dope is
illega l. For . his reason , dopers
I.ave banded together in order
to obtain some of those hard to
find
e u p h oria
producing
su bstances. M o st of t he ti me,
w hen a person wants to get h ig h,
it is n't done alone. Rather it is a
social affair simply because it is
,more fun to get high with a frien dor even better , with friends.
Dopers must stick together,
not only because it is more fun
tha t way, but because getting
high (unless on alcohol which
somehow has been justified and
is legal even though it is one of
the leading causes of automobile
deaths) is a criminal offense in
· most parts of the U.S. If the
tramatic experience of getting
busted ever happened to
somebody ,
that
certain
somebody, in keeping his doper
ethics, should not turn on his
friends and squeal about his
connections but, some do.
Greg Allman is one of_those
who did. He not only squealed
but he went overboard. Allman
managed to get off scot free
while his former road manager,
john 'Scooter' Herring was
sentenced to the maximum 75
years in prison for supplying
cocaine to Atlanta , Georgia
musicians. Herring was found
guilty of five counts of conspiring to sell cocaine, lirtrine and
Demerol from 1973-75.

To put the icing o n t he ca ke,
Herri ng, according to cl ose
friends, had saved Greg Allm an 's
life o n at least two occasion s.
Nice pal t hat Greg Allman t urned
out to be.

On t he humorous side, the
police o f Phoenix , Arizona had a
very weird expense . In response
to a tip of marijuana plants being
Locally grown, the - police con fiscated several rows of plants
from a backyard. The City of
Phoenix later agreed to pay
Amelia Ci!ndelaria for her fifty
uprooted marigolds.

Big -Money Does The Talking
(CPS)-" Hubert Humphrey is
t he biggest sw ine ever to be
cata pu lted o ut o f t he gutter i nto
politics and he w ou ldn 't k now
the tr uth if it craw led up his leg
and b it h im on t he k neecap. "
So says Roll i n g St on e
M agazine's Hunter S. Thompso n
as he struts across the Johns Hopki ns U n iversity stage, chai nsm ok ing D unh ills, sw iggi n g W ild
Turkey and muttering somethi ng
t hat most people in t he has h
smoke-filled aren a ca n' t hea r
anyw ays. He mutters some more
and t hen exi sts, whi spering to h is
aides, " Can I turn around now, is
there anything behind me, are
you sure it's all right? "
Thompson is strutting across
stages in Australia this fall , but
the campus speaker circui t in
America rolls on and on .
Speakers are sometimes boring,
often amusing, always eccentric

year." But th e fees are worth t he
effo rts, and A PB clai ms up to 30
percent o f t ho se fees.
·The feesap peare xpe ns~e , but
W alker ex pla ins t hat it's a matter
o f " supply and demand ." He did
say t hat som e speakers cu t their
f ees if t he aud ience is a college
group.
The
hig h ly
c om pet 1t1ve
speaker bu si ness has m ore talent
applicants t han the y ca n usually
handle. The Harry Walker
agen cy o f New York said t he h iring o f speakers is very selective
for their f irm . APB cl aim s to get
30 or 40 calls a week, rejecti ng
more than t hey can take.
The APB agency cla ims to have
opened the college market t o
the controversial , poli tic al
people looking for a platform .
" We started Timothy Leary off,
we did all the blacks, Abb ie
Hoffman , Jane Fonda , the
women 's lib movement - we
started them off. But at the same
time we continued to have
cultural speakers like Pearl
Buck. "
Lord and Dane , another Massachusetts based agency , said
they too have a variety of talent
ready to meet college needs.
Besides such names as F. Lee
Bailey, former U.S. Senator Sam
Ervin , Florence Kennedy and
George Plimpton , the firm handles programs like Alan Funt and
his Candid Camera show, the
Gus Giordano Dance Co ., and
comedian Robert Klein . David
LaCamera said the fees for that
agency range from $1 ,500 to
$3,500.

Twelve States Will Fine For Pot?

Former Allman Brothers
member, Dicky Betts, told High
Times that the Allman Brothers
broke up " solely because of
Gregg' s testimony
against
Scooter." Four of the Allman
Brothers have left the band to
form a new group called Sea
Level.

(CPS)-lf NORML and its affiliate members have anything to
say about it, pot smof.. -rs in at
feast twelve states will no longer
be subject to arrest and jail
sentences. They will merely be
given a citation for a fine if found
to be in possession of less than an
ounce of grass.

U .S. District Court Judge
Wilber Owen·s Jr. said that the
feeling he was getting from the
public is that Herring is a
scapegoat and that Allman and
the rest of the people Herring
served, should be prosecuted ,
not Herring.

The National Organization for
the Reform of Marijuana laws
(NORML) , with headquarters in
Washington , D .C. , is working
towards changin~tL- ~..vs regarding posse~: •Q•·
;narijuana,
through the system. NORML is

making available funds and expert witnesses to help lobbying
efforts for 'decriminalization ' bill
passage.
Keith Stroup, a coordinator for
NORML, says that this is the first
step towards having marijuana
legalized.
Pointing to the landmark Alaskan case last year, which in effect
has made marijuana legal there ,
Stroup spoke hopefully of similar
court decisions.
"The b.attle on the marijuana
issue is becoming more soph isticated," he explained. " In eiizht

Colleges Turn On Rock Stars
(CPS)-" look man . .. it's gotta
be that date and this price. Man,
it 's homecoming week .
.everyone is just dying to see that
act. Okay, that we' ll go for. "
Intermission.
" Yeah . .. we' ll do it . . .those
people are really far out ... the
vibes are outrageous . . .the dates
cool. . .we 're between cities."
Intermission.
" Folks, we ask you to have a little more patience. We're having
difficulties w ith some o f t he
lighting . .. "
Interm ission .
Delays, delivery hass les, rinky-dink facilities , few outlets,
sweating stage hands and one
sta ge manager h yped to overk ill
- all th is while the crowd lights
up a few more joints and flicks
tops off beer can s.
Then , the moment that makes
the waitin g and haggling worth
the efforts.. .
" DOES ANYBODY WANNA
ROCK AND ROOOLL. .. ?"
Intermission.
College audiences and rock
stars are still making music
together. Not as frequently, accord ing to promoters, but j ust as
fervently. While the number of
concert dates may be down, rock
groups still dig the campus vibes.
" College crowds are still the
greatest audiences in the world ,"
says Barry Bell · of the William
Morris Agency in New York .

and t hey're now h itti ng colleges
in greater numbers than ever
before.
" B usi n ess
has re a lly
•m u lti plied, it's really taking o ff,"
crows Bob Walker, president o f
t he A merica n Program Bu reau in
M assachusetts,
the
nation 's
prem ier college speaker agency.
he nationw ide busi ness in campus speakers is " very, very b ig/'
said Wa lker. " I'd hate t o guess
how big."
Alon g w ith the bi g demands
for a va riety o f speakers goes.the
large fees being commandeered .
Fees for each engagement range
from $1 ,000 to $5 ,000 for clients
o f the APB firm .
Walker says his agency has 400
speakers, beginning twelve years
ago by bridging a " major communications gap in this country "
with Dick Gregory as their first
speaker. Walker claims to run a
" very efficient" organization ,
with a sharp, bright staff. of young
people and a computer.
" John Dean is hot as hell.
Ralph Nader, Julian Bond is completely sold out-we can 't fit
anyone else ,in." Walker ticked
off more well known names on
his list. He explained how some
speakers witl only be home for a
few days out of several months
on the circuit, like Vincent
Bugliosi
(Charlie
Manson 's
prosecutor) .
With so many engagements,
people do tend to get burned
out. " Sometimes they don 't even
know what city they're in ."
" Greg (Walker 's familiarity for
Dick Gregory) does 225 dates a

Bell says a lack of professionalism and poor facilities in many
colleges make it difficult for
groups to appear on· college
campuses, despite their
fondness for college crowds . " If
the act and their promoters had a
choice
between
St. Johns
University and Madison Square
Garden, they'd go for the
Garden," Bell explained .
Representing such performers
as Genesis, Gladys Knight and
the Pips, the Bee Gees, Roberta
Flack and Van Morrison , Bell
declined comment on how
much his company charges, or
what percentage the company
receives. However, David Hart of
Monarch Entertainment in New
Jersey said its' College Concert
Division charges ten percent
above and beyond the acts cost,
with a $1 ,000 max imum. Hart
agrees that's a low figure, considering someone like Bruce
Springsteen rakes in $15,000 per
show.
In dealing with colleges who
contact him for a show , Hart
takes over as much of the arrangements as possible. " Acts
and agents will remember good
and bad hospitality, and our
feeling, in promoting shows , is to
provide as much hospitality and
comfort as possible," he says.
Shrinking
college
activity
budgets sometimes make selection of a suitable act difficult.

Also, if they want to make money
out of it, they must be particular.
Hart pointed out the Outlaws,
who are currently going for
$2,500. But, he predicts, that
figure will increase radically over
the next six months.
Hart also added that if clients
have problems, such as Rutgers
University had with promoting
three years ago, his company will
help. "We' ll even provide a stage
manager from Monarch."
Regarding .variety, he said that
colleges always have more open
ears than the general public. "Jazz, for instance, is still not
feasible money wise, and the
school must be willing to take a
loss." A lot of schools, w ith
money to be burned specif ically
for entertainment, are willing t o
take that loss as long as the act is
good.
For the future, both agreed
that they'd like to see a bit more
professionalism in the colleges.
Bell even suggested some sort of
permane11t person be hired to
handle the segment of college
activities.
Intermission .
Somewhere ,
performers ,
opening acts, big head-liners,
people on the rise, are waiting
off-stage, waiting for what could
be any number of lining introduction lines... probably going something like this . ..
" Okay . . . let's hear it for ... "

states, tl--e smoker is no longer
subjected to arrest or jail , usually
receiving a citation . . .But ,"
Stroup stressed , "the person selling small amounts are getting
years in jail. The courts are taking _
a hard-pusher attitude towards
them.
Stroup also pointed to the findings of the National Institute on
Drug Abuse (NIDA) , which, after
five years of intensive research
on pot, have come up with no
specific, harmful data. After
spending $6 million on this
research , the director of the project has publicly endorsed the

95

decriminalization of marijuana .
One argument for the decriminalization push is the relief it
would give in the amount o1 tax
money spent by law enforcement agencies chasing after
a·n d prosecuting users and small
consumer sellers.
'
· Other areas that NORML will
be looking into are redefining
the law regarding amounts of
marijuana a person may possess ,
how much a person may ~row
for personal use, transfer and
sale of small amounts , and large
sales to be treated as
, misdemeanors.
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EDITORIAL
Should we go back ...or should we proceed? . . .Not a drop to drink
Last week the New York Times reported that there was a
"comeback" in American Colleges towards more of an emphasis in general education requirements. The trend is in response to a "new seriousness" that has characterized students in
the last few years, and a dissatisfaction with the narrowness that
results from eased requirements.
,
The Kean College Curriculum Committee recently
deliberated over a proposal that would allow students to take
up to 55 credits in their major. This would permit the student
· who needs 50 or 60 credits in his major to graduate and be a
marketable commodity and use his free electives for some of
the more general, diverse courses that one usually would like to
dedicate his electives to. At the present time, a Management
Science student who would like to take the CPA exam must
. dedicate about 20 of his free elective credits to accounting and
related classes. New Jersey State Law mandates 60 credit hours
to take the exam and be certified.
For some, t~·e accumulation of as much general knowledge as
is possi-bie ·wot ·Jd-be the best option. for those who wish to get a
specific job, the ne_e d for · specialization (55 credits) is
imperative.
The question, as it appears, is to have either one or the other.
This would obviously not be in the best interest of the general
student population . on this campus. Professionalism and
specialization vs liberal arts trai·ning is the conflict that crop up
in the student's mind. Since it is his problem., shouldn't he have
. · · the say as to · what would · be·· best? Granted, professional
academicians do know what is best academically, but again we
... , · ... m(J°st -contend that the ·student be allowed td ·make his ·own
.. -. ·.~edsion _as. t9 ..what would_most advance his goals.
,. .. . . What·we recommend is creating the option of specialization;
the student could opt for the 55 credit hour load in his majoL At
the same time ·he would be allowed to use his free electives ~n
the courses he feels are necessary for his own advancement.l·or
those who ar·e interested in liberal studies, they would simply
opt for that.
.
.
Naturally there are the problems stemming from lack of
funds, faculty, and "facilities whenever a new program is
instituted. But as long as we _are interested in upgrading the
academic reputation , we must concern ourselves with these
problems, and resol\ L them.
·
In satisfying as many students as possible th~ college wou_ld be
solving a major portion of its problems. In instituting this type of
a progr_a m, we fe~I that Kean College would b~ passing one of
the milestones on the way to becoming a better academic
institution. Now when an employer asks _a student, "Why .did
you go to Kean College?" he may answer, "to receive the best
education in the field of my .choice."
·

Welcome to ·the shelves

.J

"'T nis~k: -e-atthe-Jnd~n.dent:wou~d: like to w:ekome·to

··

the college and · to · our shelves, Expressions, a newspaper.

.

Dear Editor,
This letter is in reference to wha t I con sider a grave situation .
Probably due to a slipshod foreman or a slight miscalc ulation in
construction , I have noticed that between the Science Building,
Bruce Hall and Hutchinson Hall there is a half burried fire hydrant .
· Upon examination , I noticed that one of the outlets is totall y
unopenable and two are near impossible to use if it should deem
necessary. Remember the Puerto Rican Social Club, the Blue Angel
a.nd the Frat. house at Baker University where multiple lives were lost.
This could be an occurrence here at Kean if this problem is not rectified immediately. To have such a situation wouldn 't only be an injustice to the whole college community but a Violation of the L.aw.
Thank You ,
Ronald Anari
P.S. If the situation is not corrected by the college, the Union Fire
Prevention Bureau will be contacted.

~r. Pic~olo goes to town
Dear Editor,
As a former treasurer of the Kean College Student Govt. I had the
opportunity to know Stephen Pi~colo in both a professional and personal way. As a professional Steve always c~rried himself with _the
high.est degree of integrity and competence. As a person, Mr. Piccolo's concern for students began where their organizational needs
ended. It ~as easy to call him a friend.
I received the news of Mr. Piccolo's departure with great joy
because it represents a great move upward in his professional career.
· · · Knowing -Steve and those·who!ve worked with him, I'm confident i n
saying that a pa-rt of Kean College will remain with him and a part of
Steve will always remain with Kean Colle~e and those who knew him.
Speaking for myself, I can sincerely say that my life and human
development was affected favorably by him.
Good luck to Steve in his new position, and good luck to Student
Org. in finding a replacement.
·
·
Sinc~ev ,
.Ralph Splendorio, Jr.
Treasurer Student Org. 1975~76 _

indcpeftde_nl.

lhe opinions expressed in .signed columns of this newspaper do
·not -necessaril~ ·reflect tt;e •opinions of the 'editors .. Nor is anything
· printed in this 'paper; unless directly noted as such, to be taken as of'ficial policy or opinion of !he college,.
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OP-Eb
Viva! Latin Disco
Dear Editor ,
I would like to thank the students who attended the Latin Disco on
Friday, October 22 , given by The Spanish Cultural and Social Club. It
was a success and we are looking forward to giving more dances in
the r,ear future. I would like especially to thank Manuel Goberna ,
Jose Calvo , Ileana Goberna , Maria Perez from the Cuban Committee
and Gus qarcia from Lambda Theta Phi for their help. I would also
like to thank Mark Ruggieri for providing the entertainment while we
waited for the D .J. to arrive .
Jose Ginarte
Pres . of Spanish Cultural
and Social Club

Giving· it away
Letter to the Editor,
This is a reply to your recent refusal to print our advertisement.
In developing one of the largest libraries of research material in the
country, Research Assistance , Inc. of Los An~eles has begun to f ill t•he
deficit that exists in available reference materials. This e'ducational
tool frees the student from much of the tedium of information retrieval and allows more time to be devoted to creati ve learning
processes.
Our up-to-date, mail order catalog of 6 ,500 res~arch papers is sold
for research-reference purposes only . We question your refusal to
print. our advertisement . The highest goal of education is to provide
the tools to enable the student to think , evaluate , judge ans:J.decjde
for himself. Your exercise of censorship by not permitting our advertisement appears to be diametrically opposed to an essenti'al right ot
the student to accept or reject; it is not the function of a free press or a
free univer,5t(ty system to arbitarily decide for others. .
W~ hope that you will present our point of view by printing this
letter.
Sincerely ,
John W. Spencer
National Public Relations Director
Research Assistance, ·Inc.
The Indy staff would lilce to congratulate John W. Spencer for

getting his ad in anyway.

Who could possibly be against "quality education?" What we can and should oppose,
however, is a definition of quality that rests on the racist and elitist notion that quality
means selectivity, the exclusion of a large proportion of the population from the colleges.
The recent and impending cutbacks in higher education are justified by rhetoric which
claims that by eliminating students who do poorly on standardized tests, the worth of the
colleges will improve. The SAT is the most widely used measure of so-called college "a ptitude." It is important, then , to examine some assumptions behind these tests and some
issues they raise.
The validity of the SAT should first be questioned. What are the tests supposed to
measure and to what extent do they do so? After asserting that the SAT is an indicator
merely of a "potential skills deficiency", a clearly tentative phrase, Fullilove (1976) in a
recent report of the New Jersey Department of Higher Educatie>ri (DHE) goes on to claim
that the SAT is a " . .. reliable measure of the talents, skills and abilities which studens acquire by virtue of attending elementary and secondary schools in this country . .. (p. 4]"
Donlong and Angoff (1971) disagree and assume that the tests measure skitls which " ..
.grow slowly over the years through interaction with the student's total environment.
They are assumed to be part of every student's equipment, and are relatively independent
of what he is currently learning in the normal classroom curriculum . (p. 15)" Whatever the
tests ostensibly measure, the scores reflect the inequities that exist in our school systems
and in our society.
It is often argued that the test scores are useful for their predictive value, that is, it is
claimed that they do a good job of predicting success in college:The SAT has been demonstrated to be an effective tool for measuring the ski/ Is required for college study, and its widespread use as a predictor of college success
(along with otfier measures of a student's high school performance) is well
documented. cfullilove, 1976, p. 4J
So where is the documentation? The fact that the SAT is used to predict college success
does not prove that it is an " effective tool" fo r that purpose. Jencks and Riesman (1969)

bury the low correlation in a footnote . ·
The multiple correlation of high school grade and aptitude scores with college
grades usually runs between 0.5 and 0.6, which means that these two predictors
can account for about a third of the variation in st udents ' college grades. This is
not very good, but it is much better than any other kn'own torecastingdevice. rP·
124n 1 cemphasis added 1 · ·' .• ,
·
· ;
'···

One may wonder why a forecasting dexice is needed at all. The scores may even have
some predictive value for the students who attend college;but how do we know how
those millions who are eliminated by the rests might haye done in co[lege?-Astin (1971)
reports a study from the University Research Corporation which found that those " disadvantaged" students adm itted ih special programs (that is~in spite of.l ow SAT scores) bad a
higher retention rate than college students in general.. The glowing reports of success in
New Jersey's Educational Opportun'ity Fund program argue against reliance on SAT
scores: " In spite of the fact that E.O.F . stu_gent~ come to coll~ge with lower SAT scores ,
than their regular admitted counterparts, they quickly close the gap [The Educational Opportunity Fund Fourth Annual Report, 1973-1974, 1974, p. 8]."
The SAT (as is the case with all standardized tests) is based on the assumption that socalled "scholastic apitude" is something that is distributed normally in the test-taking
population . The raw test scores are standardized so that most scores cluster around the
mean with few exceptionally. high or low scores. This assumption serves to perpetuate a
stratified society. Only a few students are rated good enough for Harvard, for high-paying
jobs. The tests exist to tell most of the student population that they do not measure up. It
could b~ a,~s,um~d .t~a.t ~ost .~ uct~f\~~~are J;>~f~ctly ~i~ble pfrben~f!ttip g, ,!,91:1} ),i~her
education. Lane 1,971) quotes Bloom:
.
' ·
j

•

~

\.

;

•

We are expressing the view that1 (Civen sufficient time fand appropriate types of

., ··

help), 95 percent can learn a suo1ect up to a high /eve of mastery. We are convinced that the ~rade of A as an index of mastery of a subject can, under appropriate conditions; be achieved by up t6 95 percent of.the students in a class. cP·
103-1041
.'
.
·,

. . . . . . ... .._,
B.u t, if all can be ed,ucatied, then how can one justify the limited availability of higher
, .. · · .. ·;·~. · , • :: . edvcation? The S~T provides the rationale for rationing access, and those students who
. · >~.·-- ·:· ..: · : l:1
ate poor or ·~rom mtnori~ groups. are those who are denied admission in increasing ,
• •
proportions.
·
·.
When the class·and racial bia•ses of the tests are taken Into account, the myth of equal
. opportunity is even .more clearly exposed.
, · :
· ·
..
_ · • The lower one's family income, the lower the SAT score is likely to b~. The mean
_. ". score of New Jersey students for families earning less than $6,000 annually i_n _1974;..
75 is,, pojnts lower rhan the mean of students .. from families earninR $15,000 Or ' .. ..
. more per year. rFvllilove, 1976, p. 13 1
·
.' . Minorities and women also have what the DHE report calls '. 'a propensity for earni.ng low
, . . scores (p. 11)." It rT\USt be recognized that lower n-erap tcores for poor, minority and
~ female stuclenls persist beuuse of the assumptions undert,ing the..tess. 1.n standar<lizing a .
. . test, the testmaker often elim,inates items which discrim•inate ·between subgroups ohhe
test-taking population who are assumed to be equal.ly able. So, for e,xample, wh~n it was
determined that women scored higher on other not,o rious 'standardized tests,, the IQ
tests, the tests were restandardized to eliminate sex differences in performance on the
·tests.There the assumption was that men were as "inle.llige(lt" as women and so·shoold ,.
· score equally on the average. (One might well wonder whether the same restanda·rdization would have taken place had men scored higher tt)an women!} Jencks an<1 Riesman (1969), again in a footnote, dismiss the idea of a "culture-free" test because they
assert, first, that such a test is "virtually inconceivable" (They proceed by outlining exactly
how such a test might be constructed), and second, that it would be "virtually useless."
Life is not cuhure-free, and tests restricted to those aspects of life that are
culture-free would measure little of importance. The point can be illustrated by
the following example. Suppose we took a conventional test of academic aptitude and scored it separately for various sub-cultures. Suppose we then standardized the scores so that there were no diff~rences in group averages. Both
Negroes and whites, e.g. would be assigned median IQs of 100; tw<>thirds of both
· groups would be assigned scores between 85 and 115; and so forth. The same
could be done for urban and rural children, for rich and poor children, and so on.
When a <;hild took the test h_is ra~ sco~e. wou_l';'~t~e~J.>.e translat~d into a ~tan1a:d
score, with the formula varying with his race, parental income, geogtaph1_cor1g1n,

FRESHMEN
STUDENT
~·
. .
COUNCIL .·. ·.

..

,

~

APPLICAT ·IONS ... .._· FOR
-FRESHMEN STUDENT COUN·~
CIL'· · Will ·BE AVAILABLE IN
STUDENT ORG . .OFFICES ON
NOVEMBER 10, tr, ,frid 12:
f

•••

•

•,. ·

FREE
LEGAL SERVICES
Counseling By A Practicing Attorney
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.: '
STUDENT ORGANIZATION OFFICES COLLIGI CINffR 8LDG '
KNl'I Collete of New - - ,
PROIILIM8?
.,
Landlord-tenant
1: :,
"' . . Conaumer
•
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Contract•
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GOYel'nment Beneflte·
lnaurance
'~ .. ·,,, '

.,, .Employment

"You Name If'
c.i, . . . ...,...,....... .

. . ,

or whatever. The result wouli:J be a "cultu·re-free" system for ranking students
from various backgrounds without making insidious group comparisons . . . The
point is, of co•Jrse, that a test that suggests that youngsters from poor families are
as competent as youngsters from affluent famihes is misleading and of little value
to anyone. cP: 123nulast empryases addedJ . ..
.
•
. , ;,
.
Of little va1ue to anyone? Such a test would be of-great value to most working people in
this country. A test that suggests 1ttat youngster.s from .poor f.amilies and minority families

are ·as competent as youngsters from affluent families woul~ draw the blame for inequities·in·o·u t society away from the victims of those inequities and place it squarely on
those who control our institutions. An oppressed population that believes itself as
capable as those who.occupy the limited positions of privilege may well turn the world
upside down ; · :1 .
';
• '
. '· '
'
' ·
•• · '
: •
'·
1 , .
'
Linnea Weiland
.
Early Childhood Dept.
Chairperson of KCFT
Student Union Liaison Committee
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by Buz Whelan
As we write these words on
Sunday afternoon , the elec;:t ion is
still two days away . We have no
idea who the winner will be, but
nevertheless we are assured that
there will be one. And since the
election will be a past thing as
you read this, we will attempt to
explain the results as best we can .
The fact that we don 't know the
winner is unimportant; we know
the reasons why he won and
that's what matters now.
We'll explain the results in two
parts : for the supporters of the
victor we will explain why your
man won ; for the supporters of
the loser we ' ll explain why your
man didn 't. In keeping with the
best traditions of the system ,
we 'll present the winner first.
He got his message to the
people. As he said throughout
his campaign , if he could just
reach enough of the people , he
would win the election . The
people's concerns were his
concerns, their priorities his
priorities . He was well aware of
the difficult challenges that confront our country in this most difficult of times .
He will provide the type of
leadership the people desire. He
projected a positive image during the campaign. Althou gh he
slipped on occasion , he was confident and his manner was reassuring. His opponent , on the
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other hand, seemed always to
have his foot in his mouth .
His campaign was wellorganized. Despite occasional
setbacks, his campaign was
smooth and efficient. His time
was carefully planned for maximum effectiveness . Advance
men saw to it that crowds were
properly enthusiastic. He visited
every area of the country at least
once, concentrating in locales
considered critical.
He used the media well. Timing was the key, as our man hit
the six o 'clock news night after
night. His make-up was flawless.
He was careful never to say too
much in front of the camera or
microphone. His clothes were
carefully chosen and stylishly
tailored . Even in casual clothes
he appeared impeccable.
He won the debates. There
was much argument over who
scored biggest in the four
snooze-a-thons more popularly
known as " debates.'' The results
of the election show one man a
clear victor in these crucial encounters. The people were obviously less confused than the
experts and made their opinion
known at the polls .
Enough about the winner.
What about the loser? Where did
he fail?
He did not get his message to
the people. Too much effort was
(Continued on page 7J

by Robert Kern
This week the lexicographic
meaning of Gourmand w ill be
expanded. By definition it pertains to food and drink but I
prefer to consider it more as a
Rennaisance person : i.e., one
whose expertise in the finer
things of life encompass a vast array of en deavors.
When I began my college
career a lifetime ago I found
myself one of many with a certain vice. I smoke a pipe . (A man
must have something to
sublimate his latent homosexual
tendencies.) See Freud: phallic
Symbols and other musical
instruments.)
People who smoke pipes do so
for many reasons: It is cheaper
than cigars , less habitual than
cigarettes, for some reason more
acceptable than either of those.
Many smoke because it is considered a status symbol related to
intelligence.
Most, though have one thing
in common: They all smoke
them wrong.
A pipe requires a bit of work to
be fully enjoyed: proper packing , occasional cleaning ,
proper storage. It's not difficult
and can be most rewarding.
let us suppose that you are a

by Rabbi Joseph Lichtman
Campu, Advisor
In the course of a lifetime a
person may be asked several
times , " What are you? " Some
will give the question considerable thought, while others
will answer outright. But all will
give some sort of a reply . For we
are many things to many people.
First , and perhaps most imCampus women , students ,
(management, economics , acportant , we are human beings,
staff and faculty will be
counting, engineering) as fruitand to claim to be a " Good"
interested in these items which
f ul career option s. Citibank et al
human being , is the height of
come to our attention this week
considered the conference a
achievement.
at the Campus Center for
success - more than 200 college
Then , as human beings, we are
Women:
women attended . Underclass
members of a given nation and
• Joyce Strickler of the
women here at KCNJ who have-citizens of a given cou nt ry. Once
Women 's Rights Information
yet to focus on a " major" might
again, to the question , " What are
Center in Teaneck will review
investi gate Kean's management
you?" one may answer, " I am an
women's current legal rights,
science curriculum . Call Dr.
American " or " I am a Frenparticularly pertaining to jobs
Hiroaka (ext. 2238), management
chman," or any one of the many
and housing, for the November
science coordinator, for more
other nationalities in the world .
16 presentation of a discussion
details.
In answer to the questions of
series ' ponsored
b-y the
• WNET will broadcast the
our vocations, we may say, " I am
Women ·s Center of Summit. Disnew production (Sarah Caldwell
a teacher, a Minister or a
cussion starts at 8 p.m . Call 273conducting, Beverly Sills permechanic," or any of the varied
2383 if you would like more
forming) of Rossini's "The
occupations and professions one
details.
Barber of Seville." If you are
finds. As to an avocation, we ·
• Your writer attended a
unable to catch the live permight identify ourselves as
conference on "Educating
formance (currently at Lincoln
golfers, tennis players or stamp
Women To Achieve" on OcCenter) then tune in WNET,
collectors.
tober 28. The conference, sponSaturday at 2 p.m.
How would we respond to the
sored by the New Jersey College
question " What am I? " when
and University Coalition on
• More " Women heard 'round
asked about our faith?
Women's Education, featured
the world " : Japan's minister to
If we answer, " I am a Jew, I am
Dr. Cynthia Fuchs · Epstein,
the United Nations, Sadako
a Christian, a Buddhist" or
author of "Women's Place: OpNakamura Ogata, recently apanyone of the world's great
tions and Limits in Professional
pointed and the highest ranking
religions, we would only be
Careers.'' More details next
female in the Japanese Foreign
answering, that we were Born
week.
Ser.vice. Her appointment marks
into a particular religion. It
• Changing times : The New
a shift -in national policy . away
would nbt reveal - the cdmYork Time~ reported a one-day
from male-dominated governm itment we have to that religion ·
forum sponsored by CITIBANK
ment toward increased efforts to
or the faith we place in its
and the Graauate ·school of
elevate the status of women. Ms.
teachings.
·
Business of' Columbia University· Ogata, an associate professor of
If we declare ourselves as
with the theme of" ... buslness
political science in her
" good h·u man oeings," it implies
isn't just' a man's ·world ." The · homeland, realizes that_ her
that we y.tc;>rk at bein_g gQod. If we.
purpose of the forum was to enevery step will -be closely
are Americans, we must be loyal
courage young college women
scrutinized by· Japan's very
to ' our . c·o u n try . and its
to
c o,n sider. · bus i 11 es s
traditional female population .
g6vernm'e'ni. If we ·are in' a
I Next week, please include the following item in the WOMAN SPACE! profession or a·laborer; it means
I section of The Independent:
I we adhere to the ethics of 'our
I Item or e v e n t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - I job. And if we .collect stamps, it
I Place, date and time _ _ _-'------,--.,..-,-,-,---,---,-,--'--- I would ,seem that we should
I S o u r c e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - I know all there is to know about
.
I Your name ·
.
I stamps. .
Religion is no different. It i~
1 Please return all suggestions to! The Campus Center for ~otnen, R!"'I
not enough to be born into a
1
~~~~kst~e Building.
. J particular fa.ith: I1 behooves us to

r---------:....---------------------~-,

neophyte embarking upon his
new pipe . First the pipe must be
properly charred. Never, never,
never (Ten thousand ' nevers' to
be exact) smoke a pipe full the
first time. Fill it about one third
and smoke it, the next time
about two thirds, finally full. This
allows the char to build from the
bottom rather than gather about
the top.
Never lay your pipe down after
smok ing. Always stand in bowl
down to let the tobacco· juice
empty into the bowl where it will
do the least harm . Ream out your
pipe regularly (about once every
third smoke) with a stiff pipe
cleaner. Scrape out the bowl at
this time to remove excess char.
Smoking a pipe is an art in
itself. First get a pipe (a definite
prerequisite), next (assuming it is
broken in per above instructions) fill it making sure the draw
is never to hard . Check by puffing as you fill the pipe .
Make sure that it is packed
evenly, by filling slowly (using
about half a bowl at a time this is
easy) . Make sure the top of the
tobacco is even with the rim of
the pipe. Your thumb is unsurpassed in this respect.
Using a wooden match light
the tobacco. Make sure it lights

evenly across the top. Using a
pipe tool (combination scraper,
ream and tamper) tamp down
the tobacco and re-li ght. With
practice you will find that the
pipe will stay lit with an occasional tamping. This eliminates
the need for numerous re- lights
and will make you the envy of all
your friends .
When storing your pipe use a
pipe rack . If you have no pipe
rack stand it on its bowl
somewhere where it will not be
knocked over.
Indeed entire volumes have
been written about pipe smoking and any good bookstore
should carry at least one copy of
such a tome. It is well worth the
while of the serious pipe smoker
to search out a reference
manual.
Like all other good things,
pipe-smoking is a learned art. It
requires a bit of practice and
know-how, but should take no
extra time save what you would
spend on a pipe anyway.
" Someday. Watson , I shall
write a demograph concerning
the identification of different
types of tobaccos. "
Come, Watson , my Persian
slipper. The game's afoot!

Bilingual
(Continued from page 7)

study it, adhere ·10 its teachings,
and practice its rituals. All the
religions in the world promote
the principles of brotherhood
and ethical behavior.
As we work hard at a job, a
hobby or at play, we should give
no less effort to the teachings of
the religion we were born into.
So when the question " What
are you? " is asked o f you , have
the answer ready .

by Frank Bolger
Newsweek - " In two weeks
Jimmy" Carter; the best known
Baptist deacon in America, may
be elected President of the
United States. Even if he loses,
Carter's dramatic capture of the
Presidential nomination has
already focused national attention on the most significant and overlooked religious
phenomenon of the 'lO 's: the
emergence of evangelical Christianity into a position of respect
and power."
It m_ay interest you (to those
who know me intimately that will
seem mild) to hear ·that I h'ave
had a religious experience.
Several years back I renounced
all faith , assumed the fwo dicta
for agnosticism espoused by T.H.
Huxley, a·nd h.ive,:;ince enjoyed a
resp·ecta b I e
period
of
decadence: . .,/
.. , .•
Since . thai joyous occasion, a
sort of Bastille Day for the
intellect, a lions share ·of those
· "givens" accepted in youth , as
with any gqod Christian soldier,
have fallen to the axe of for-

th' right

inquiry . George
Washington did tell lies, particularly when his fath'er asked
about the peculiar groans
emanati~g ~from the hayloft.

finally, a stud y of relentless
attempts by police and federal
officials to put down and expel
Mexican immigrants from this
country, no matter what the cost.
The book is done with great objectivity, and still manages to
convey the emotions, the shame,
and the humility felt by our Mexican brothers in the 1930' s. It is a
satisfyingly inforr:native work .
NEWS
On Thursday, Nov. 4th ,
presidential elections will be
held for the Cuban Committee.
The candidates are: Jose Cdlvo .
On Nov. 12th, there will be a get
together to celebrate Jose
Calvo 's victory in these elections.

America does lose wars (Partisans would argue that they simply win their victories badly .)
Even the Pontiff of Rome has lost
a good deal of his papal lustre.
The extravagant claims of
Gregory or Innocent have been
hacked away at, and subsequently the preeminence of the office
of the Vatican slashed to a pitiful
degree.
Th~se days it is possible to get a
practicing Catholic to·admit that
the Pope may have bad breath,
pick his nose, or swear like a
truck driver. The delusion of
Papal Infallibility -has been
" ahem 'd" and " uh, well'd " into
obscurity . He now enjoys such
perfection in matters of faith and
morals only. This, too, awaits
only a steady bgw map and an arrow that is true . ·
'
This religi~us _conversion to
the philosophy of the " arched
brow" has wrought concurrently
a cultiv,ated distaste for all
religion, but most particularly
that brand of Baptist_militarism
which surfaces, like the locust.
every generation as Fundamentalism.
Thrust into the limelight by the
candidacy of, Georgia's own JC.
Jimmy Carter, the resuri;:ence of

(Continued on page 7)
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b y t h e Indy Staff
There is a wide variety i n the
particularl y interestin g laten ig h t mo vi es this week.
Bior: raph ies, detective stories,
comedies, thrillers, plays . . .all
are represen_ted .
Friday

11 :00 (13) Pygmalion (1938)
An excellent version of the
George Bernard Shaw play,
readily inviting comparsion with
its more famous musical
counterpart, My Fair Lady. (1 hr.
45 min.)
1 :15 (2) Shadow of the Thin Man
(1941-)
This sequel to The Thin Man,
although usually given a grudgingly good review by most critics
(Mainly because it is a sequel) ,
manages to hold the audience
just as well as its predecessor
with its story of crime at the
races. William Holden and
Myrna Loy play the husbandand-wife detective team again. (2
hrs.)
Saturday

11 :40 (2) The Odd Couple (1968)
· Side-splitting film version of
Neil Simon 's Broadway hit about
two divorced men, one a fastidious neatnick and the other a
rough-around-the-edges slob,
who becomes roommates. Jack
Lemmon and Walter Matthau,
who were also teamed for The
Fortune Cookie, play off each
other beautifully, and the whole
thing abounds with hilarious
sight-gags and one-liners. (.Z-hrs.
10 min.)

,, ~oo

Sunday
\9) "the Desperate Houn

(1955)
One of Humphrey Bogart's last
movies. He plays one of three escaped convicts who · hold a
wealthy family hostage as they
negotiate with the law for their
freedom. This highly suspenseful
film also stars Fredric March,
Martha Scott, and Gig Young. (2
hrs.)
11 :50 (7) Harry O (1973)
The made-for-TV 'pilot film for
a sadly neglected detective
series. David Jannsen stops running long enough to play Harry
Orwell, a policeman who retired
from the force because of a bad
back. Because of this handicap,
Harry, now as a private eye, tends
to the . intellectual approac~ in
solving his cases. Good stuff. (90
min.)
·

Monday
11:00 (13) Richard Ill (1955)
One of Lawrence Olivier's
series of filmed Shakespearean
dramas. Oliver himself stars as
Ri~hard, England's infamous
villain-king, who stopped at
nothing in his rise to the throne.
Also starring Claire Bloom, Joh!"' ,
Gielgud, and Ralph Ric_hardson.
(2 hrs. 45 min.)
11 :30 (2) Bob & Carol & Ted &
Alice (1969)
Sophisticated comedy about
the effects of the "new morality"
on
two
upper-middle-class
couples. Natalie Wood and
Robert Culp are fine as the en-

Artist

to Speak

co unter group-attend ing, potsmo king proponents o f open
marriage, but the y are outshone
by Dyan ·· Cannon and Elliot
Gould as their square best
friends, neurotic Al ice and her
fru strated husband Ted . Undoubtedly, seven yea rs have
taken some of t he punch out of
the subject matter, but it should
still prove to be a clever, amusin g
period piece . (2 hrs.)
1 :30 (2) Boeing, Boeing (1965)
Not a bad movie to watch if
you ' re up for something
lightweight. Tony Curtis plays a
philanderer par excellance who
juggles three airline stewardess
fiancees, and Jerry Lewis co-stars
as his best friend who tries to cut
in on the action . Some good
slapstick scenes and a fine performance by Thelma Ritter as the
harried housekeeper. (2 hrs. 5
min.)
Tuesday

2:00 (2) The Joker is Wild (1957)
. .. and so is Frank Sinatra in this
film biography of 20's nightclub
entertainer Joe E. Lewis. Tunes
and setting are sheer nostalgia ,
but the story is interesting. (2 hrs.
30 min.)

Wizard's World
(Continued from page 6)
spent on side issues, explaining
mistakes and ill-advised
comments. Not enough concentration went into discussion of
those issues closest to the public
mind. His opponent forced him
into embarrassing situations,
time and again , by harping on his
weaknesses .
He could not provide the
leadership the people desired.

The people felt he equivocated
too much during the campaign .
He did not appear to . be the
strong, decisive leader they
desired. He did not inspire trust
as a candidate must.
His campaign was not wellorganized. He spent too much

-The Black Flag
(Continued from page 6)
evangelism arrives at an opportune moment. Watergate has
dimmed in the minds of the
democratic majority (many of
which were cavernous to begin
with.) And thl ·e quasi-religions
offer such ready and side-splitting satire that the serpentine
temptation is not to regard them
seriously. Treat them as a
Halloween prank or government
statistics, some insist, but this is
the greatest danger of crackpot
theologies. They breed unwarranted security.
What are the components of
this contentious theology? What
rules, rites and regulations does
this most internecine (look it up,
I did) of religious philosophies
encompass?
Let
the
congregation consult the Book
of Newsweek, October 25, 1976,
Page 69, Paragraph 1, "Jhe-term
evangelical derives fro.m the
Greek word evangelion, meaning 'good news', which .
American evangelicals are committed to spread through
preaching and prosylatizing." It
gets a goo,d deai juicier, Again J
quote, "Unlike most other Chris. tians (7)_, evangelicals insist that
air.people must be converted to
Christ before they can do anything in their lives that is pleasing
to God." 111
·
The· punctuation is my own,
and in my humble view, a model
of .restraint. "Crazy" Joey Gallo
accepted Christ, I am told, and
was as devout a churchgoer as his
pastor had ever seen. Carlo
Gambino, Boss of Bosses, whose
life is being rewritten with his
passing to conform to the Robin
Hood legend, enjoyed a similar
reputation of fervor. It is reputed
that Lucky Luciano slept with a
crucifix under · Ills pillow and
whispered the Beatitudes in his
sleep (though he usually was not
content · to sleep with only a ·

· The Town5end Lecture Committee and the Department of
fine Arts present Phillip Warner
in a slide presentation and crucifix.)
dialogue covering his work in ·
"What,"

batik and silk sc·r eening on fabric.
The program is titled, "Surface
Design as an Art form" and will
take place 011 November 11th at
3:00 p.m. in VE 112.
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you
gasp incredulously. "Do people really
believe such things in this century?" The answer is a resounding, a thundering, a frightful
"Yes!" And in numbers that
would alarm the dwindling class

time i n area s o f strength and did
not expend enough time in t he
critical areas that swing the election. He was often late for appointments, rallies and speaking
engagements.
He did not use the media well.

He missed the six o 'clock news
all too often. Occasionally he
appeare.d
frumpy
and
disheveled in front of the
cameras. His make-up was poor.
He said too much and wound up
turning off many supporters and
independents .
He lost the debates. He
allowed his opponent to keep
him on the defensive. His apparent confusion as to his own
positions hurt him badly.
Now, the w inner has his job
cut out for him. Panic-stricken
Panamanians must be reassured
that they will not be invaded. The
Arab states fear we will support
an Israeli nuclear attack. The
Russians are prepared for war in
Eastern Europe. Allies all over the
world are concerned about oppressive trade restrictions ,
perhaps all-out economic war.
The mainland Chinese expect invasion from Formosa. All the
winner has to do now is tell the
world what _the American public
already knows: " I didn't mean
it."

LITERATURE

Spa nish-speaki ng minorities in
the United States have a long history of problems stemmin g fro m
their relations w ith their Englis hspeak ing peers. But possibly the
most h 4miliated and abused Hispan ics in this nation have been
t he Mexican Americans. ·
Un w anted
Mexican
Americans in the Great Depression,
a book by Abraham

Hoffman, is a new addition to the
Kean College Library. In a
forward by Julian Nava, from
California State University, the
plight of Mexicans during this
crucial period in American history is illustrated : " . .. Mexicans
and Mexican Americans who
underwent the process find it
hard to forget the shame of
repatriation. That a mighty
nation with high principles could
eagerly seek workers from across
the border and , after benefiting
from their labor, reject them
coldly made Mexicans feel like
unwanted things, rather than
people. "
As the author states , " serious
inquiries into Mexican-,..merican history are few and far
between." This book is a study of
the hardships faced by Mexican
immigrants in the U.S., a study of
working class Americans whose
frustrations and hate due to the
Depression
were
inevitably
vented on Mexican aliens. and.

of intelligent men. The Book of
Newsweek cites a Gallup poll in
putting forth the astounding
claim that, " .. . half of all Protestants and a third of all
Americans - say that they have
been 'born again.'" Ominous,
indeed. It continues with a rolling clap of thunder, "Even more
surprising is Gallup's report that
46% of Protestants - and 31% of
Catholics believe that the Bible is
(Continued on page 6)
" to be taken literally 'wo; d for
word '."
Jesus Christ
mca 11,
Unbeeleevable! Does it get any
worse, you ask7 I'm sorry you
said that. I feel like a surgeon
by Arlene Casey
tur al reterence used for that first
speaking to his patient after an
Thursday night, October 28.
week .
incapacitating operation. Check
1976, Hope M inistries, sponThe seminar was also desyour watch, friends. This is the
sored by the Campus Ministry,
c.r ibed as an experience of
twentieth century, and nearly
began their seven-week Life In
receiving and sharing.
one nalf of all Protestants believe
The Spirit Seminar.
An older woman named Franthat there was a Garden, a
Father James J. Ferry, priest in
cis gave this testimony, " In
serpent, ,a tree of the knowledge
the Archdiocese of Newark , is
September 1975, I was to have an
of good and evil (the fruits, I supoverall director of the people of
operation for cancer on my.nose.
pose were plainly marked in
HOPE, a Catholic Charismatic
I went to the charismatic meetkeeping
with consumer
Community of prayer and
ing in Clark. Despite my own
regulations) a whale th.it
evangelization. HOPE -considers · persuasion, I went for a healinR.
swallowed Jonah, are you sure
itself as a vehicle for thousands
The prayer power was imthis isn'. t Dayton, Tennessee,
coming to Christ through the,
pressive. ·1 thought, 'Goa , if
19257 Maybe my calendar is fast?
" New Pentecost in the Catholic
there's miracles... I told my sister
Has your cerebrum been . Church," exalting Jesus Christ as
the next da'y, I d idn't have cancer
knocked about sufficiently? The
Lord to the Glory of the Father
anymore. After a year of medical
battle of religion, with each side
God. The leaders for the Kean
testing, the doctors still can't find
decked in full military array,
College community were Bill
any proof of cancer on my nose.
Bibles in their hands, and love in
Longo, Jan Luzzi , Tom Morris,
They told me, the cancer will
their hearts, wars now on . the
and Sister Mary Alice Beck.
come back. The cancer won 't
battlef-ield
of
television .
The seminar is open to all , not
come back because God's
" There," to further tap this keg,
just those of the Catholic faith.
healed me. "
" preachers like Jim Bakker plead
The sem inar seeks to help resThe . Catholic Charismatic
for converts to call in, charistore man to God through the
Renewal
-started in Ann Arbor,
matics ask viewers to touch their
Lordship of Jesus Christ. After a
Michigan throuRh the
T.V. sets to receive God's power.
person accepts Christ (is born
discerrment of God's people
. . " If there is a substantive
again), the seminar also follows
believing in a " Let go and let
difference between this exerup the new convert by instrucGod" theology. The HOPE
cise, and the rites of the Druid
ting in the doctrine of the Bappeople believe that God wants to
· conducted on stone altars, the . tism of the Holy Spirit , and an
give a better life and that is you .
sundry superstitions of the Dark
overall deeper Christian life.
Ages (a term which- may warrarn _
" God's Love" was Thursday want God, He'll come.
. During the first four weeks of
revival) and the broomstick witnight's topic for the first week of
the
seminar, the promises of God
chcraft and incantations of
the seminar. Bill Longo put his
Halloween, it eludes any man of
theology this way, " 'I'm a good will be discussed in small groups
from fifteen to twenty minutes i n
reason.
person' is an .obstacle to oblength each week. After four
".
.the emergence of
taining the truth of God's love."
weeks,
the Baptism of the Holy
evangelical Christianity irito a
According to Mr. Longo, it
Spirit will be discussed in the
position of respect and power."
seemed imperative that any and
same . manner. After the fifth
It makes one almost jubilant at
all participants must believe that
the declining rate of life expecGod loves each and every one of week, the gifts of the Holy Spirit
tancy.
us, in-order to experience the full will be exercised.
Charismatic in nature, one of
Next Week: Part Two: Once Is
benefit of the seven-week

There is Hope

Not 'Enough?

seminar. John 3:16 was the scrip-

(Continued on page 11)
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The Envelope, Please ... And The Winners ...
2nd
1st
Runner Up
Runner Up

Ali Reynolds

Homecoming
Queen - 1976
Photo b y Steve Scheiner

Christine Jadelis

By Midnight They Thought
They Were Pumpkins

Enjoying post-g.ime cockuils .ire (top)..Jim Allen (Homecoming Co-ord.), Senior Cl.ss President M.irk Ruggieri,
A.iron W.itkins, Jeff Tiplidy, .ind grid upt.iin Joe Troise. (Bottom) Runner-up Renee, K·.iren lutes, Runner-up
Christine, .ind Fin.ilists Jeannie longerg.in .ind Leslie Silber. Silludt
·

Renee Joyce

Saturday was Homecoming Day. In
the 111orning, the Squire soccer
team faced FDU-Madison and lost.
In the afternoon, K.C. played
Glassboro on the gridiron and lost.
At half-time, however, Ali Reynolds
was chosen from five finalists as
Homecoming Queen. At least
somebody from this college won .

(Above .ind Top) Sq1
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Bogey Boogie
tt;f;
i.

.

Photo by Steve Scheiner

Best Costume winners Merlin Riley and Joe Torrez say "Thank you."

Freaks abounded on campus last week (more than usual, that is). What with two Halloween parties on two
consecutive nights, students dressed up in wilder-than usual garb, each trying to out-do the next in
creativeness. Some of those attending the Thursday party are pictured

Photo by Steve Scheiner

"Excuse me, can you tell me where the Ghouls' Room isl"

Photo by Steve Scheiner

K.C. back runs for yardage against Glassboro.

Photo by Steve Scheiner

re hooters fight for the INII. FDU won the game, ~3.

Kean defender Wilbur tackles a Glassboro man. We losfthls one, too, 1~6.
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Carousel Spotlights Young Talent

Te

b y Frank Bo lge r
Tomorrow The Perfect Diet

A fter la st week annou ncin g
so lemn ly and si ncerel y tha t I
would not lim it this series to the
proposin g of va rious fraudulent
diet program s, I must return red s
faced an d backtra ck. I would not
do so w ith o ut a compell ing
reason , name ly The Tomorrow
D iet, a d iet wh ich I hit upon in
t he inte rim. I might add that I felt
justified i n makin g thi s excep- '
tion, because most d iete rs are on
some varia t ion of t h is Diet
anyhow .
The diet f unctions like this,
w ith five provisions.
1. You are limited to 600
calories, as· of tomorrow .
2. A regimen of rigorous exercise of no less than eight hours
daily, as of tomorrow.
3. The elimin.ttion of all
confections from the diet, as of
tomorrow.
4. Severely restricted intake of
carbohydrates, as of tomorrow.
5. A well balanced and well
planned meal three times daily,
as of tomorrow.
There is ·no record of anyone
having lost a solitary ounce on
this Diet but in its favor it must be
noted that it is relatively easy to
adhere to. The Tomorrow Diet is
the most perilous obstacle to one
desiring to jettison that rim of fat
around their middle. If someone
should recommend it a solid
blow from the back of your hand
delivered to the back of their
neck would be most productive.
And now its. time for FACTS,
with host and moderator Frank
Bolger. This week's guest on
FACTS is Morton B. Glenn MD
and past president of the
American College of Nutrition.
Dr. Glenn defines metabolism as,
" . .. the sum of all of the body's
activities that go into both the
building of and the breaking
down and destruction of tissue. "
Dr. Glenn, in his book , But I
Don't bt That Much, sounds a
rather relieving note, when , in
responding to a question of how
people become overweight he
answers, " . . . by eating more than
your body needs." I say
relieving, for it frees from guilt
those who are overweight and
attribute it to their own swinish
eating habits, gluttony, or sweet
tooth . The fact is that you may eat
like a fruit fly and still have a bay
window large enough to change
the earth's rotation. Many factors come into play and they all
march under the banner of this
thing called metabolism.
The calorie, defined as " as . .. a
measure of heat expenditure,
which in terms of the body, is
roughly a measure of work," is
related to the metabolism.
Metabolism is the process of
burning calories. And· now, as a
helpful reference, prepare to
drown in statistics. The chances
are that you have some idea of
your ideal weight, so a reproduction of Dr. Glenn's Table
would be superfluous. However,
in determining your ideal weight
you must remember that the sort
of bodily frame you possess has a
g~at bearing. For example, as a
~
; about five feet five inches,
computed with a small frame, I
should tip the scales at a maximum of 129 lbs. However,witha
large frame, the maximum rises

Tune in every Thursday lo
WNSC's astrolosY show at
5:30 p.m. Call questions and
ideas in to 219-8311.
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to 152 lbs.!
This al l relates to t he cliche o f
being " bi g-boned." This is a p at
excuse, to the point wher e
people who actually have a large
frame are afraid to use it. W ell ,
how do you determ ine t he size
of you r frame? It is good that you
ask, fo r you do so in a wa y yo u
might not t hink . It is not by
insea m, wai st size, or shoe size.
The best indicators are wri st size,
shoe wid t h, and the b r eadth o f
the shoulders. Thus a man five
foot two may have a larger frame
than one six foot one.
A parting word , regard ing how
you eat. Remember : The more
slower you eat food , the sooner
you won 't become more fatter.
Incidentally, while at this
writing, I have lost no weight, I
am back in a frame of mind
where I will be able to. See you in
two weeks at a slimmer weight
than my present 185 lbs.

by Kathy Amoroso
When C~rousel opens on Nov.
12, the five youngest members of
the cast will be making their
college debut. Among them ,
they have 14 yea rs of theatrical
experience, even t houg h t he
el dest is o n ly 13.
Karen Maker , Amy Kind,
We nd y Jo yce Wri ght , Michael
Melch ione and Scott Sm ith are
al l very excited abou t th is new
experience.
Karen Ma ker o f Union is a 13
yea r old dance p rotege. She has
stud ied seven yea rs of ballet and
ta p at Frabe ll's an d n ow attends
Kawam eeh Jr. Hig h. Karen
w ould like to make danci ng her
career.
Am y Kind o f Un ion has
studied gymnastics for one
fourth of her life. She is eight
years old . Amy is in the third
grade at St. Doud Grammar
School. She says she is " excited
and scared about opening
night. "
Wendy Joyce Wright is in her
fourth year at Carol Freed 's
Dance School. Seven-year-old
Wendy goes to Linden Elementary School. She says, " I wanna
be a dancer."

Basil Payne to Speak
by Pamela Harris
On Tuesday, November 9, the
contemporary Irish poet Basil
Payne will appear at Kean
College in room J-100 at 1 :40 to
present " Your America , M y
America ,"
his
sel f -styled
program of poetry and narrative
humor.
Payne, who was born in Dublin
and has lived there off and on for
many years , has received much
critical acclaim from both sides
of the Atlantic. The Phil.ldelphi.a
Inquirer has called Payne " A
celebration of life in the rich Irish
tradition of Joyce, O ' Casey and
Behan." The Irish Times has
claimed that " Basil Payne has no
equals. " His poetry has been
translated into five languages,
and has been published in nine
countries. A graduate of the
National University of Ireland,
Payne had twice received the
Guinness International Prize at
the Chellenham Festival of
Literature in England . .
Payne's presentation of " Your
America , My America ," explains
Payne's talents as a total
preformer. He combines his
memorable poefry with a running narrative of humor and wit

coupled with his own dynamic
and outgoing personality. The
performance is not limited strictly to poetry readers but to any
type of audience.
A reception for Payne , sponsored by the Library Society
following the program will be
held in the Browsing Room in
the Bookstore Building. Wine
and cheese will be served.
The English Department Lecture Committee and Townsend
Lecture, co-sponsors of the activity , invite everyone to attend a
humorous and enjoyable hour
with Basil Payne.

J

Michael Mel c hione of
Elizabet h goes to Hamilton Jr.
H igh . He is not new to the stage.
Althou ,:,-h only 12 years olcl , h !
has ai:,~t.aI cd in such shows at
1776 and Greenus when he was
in elementary school.
Eleven-year-old Scott Smith
lives in Rahway and goes to
Rahway Jr. High School. He also
has stage credits , as well as the
ability to singl Scott is the very
first person the audience will be

seeing and he says he is " k ind of
scared, but it's gonna be fun ."
Ti c ket s for Ro gers and
Hammerstein 's Carousel are
now available in the lobby of t he
TPA. The show is under the
direction of Dr. Jason Teran ,
musical direction by W illiam
Feldman , and choreograph y by
Karen Hold. Carousel will be
performed on Nov. 12, 13, 18, 19
and 20, and it will be a very
beautiful production.

WNSC Free Flow
Radio
Active
by Star
Marij uana , you all . We are
back , and thi s is wha t ' s
happening ... from October 21st
through the 27th , Stevie
Wonder's Songs in the Key of
Life has been on top for most
played album . Stevie Wonder
took two years to release this
masterpiece of 21 fantastic songs.
and, as everyone says , it was well
worth the wait. Songs in the Key
of Life entered Cashbox's Top
100 Albums at Number One.
After two weeks , it remains
there. It is also on their R&B

Country'
Rock
On Wednesday, Nov. 10th, the
Student Affairs Department will
present the four member group,
" Caligula," performing original
selections and up-beat familiar
ballads.
Listen in at Sloan Lounge,
College Center Building, from
12:00 to 3:00 p.m .

charts in the same positron .
Watch out, because this is going
places.
At Number two is, surprise,
The Clones of Dr. Funkenstein,

by Parliamen t. Oh no. This
record has alsq been bulleting
up Cashbox charts from 67 to 48
after three weeks . Number three
is Funkadelic's Tales of Kidd funkadelic. This is also showin~
heavy activity elsewhere. These
two bands keep moving closer
and closer to the top.
Some older albums receiving
renewed action are Ramsey
Lewis' Safongo, Dexter Wansel 's
Life on Mars, and the Isley
Brothers' The Heat is On.
Check out Zeppelin's newest ,
The Song Remains the Same.
Welcome the change.
l.f you would like to give us a
hand, or have any questions,
we' re in Dougall Hall on the
third floor, and our pho.ne
numbers are 289-8388 and 5272775 .
Remember, we're Free Flow 59
on the AM dial.

KEAN COLLEGE THEATRE SERIES
PRESENTS

NOVEMBER 12, 13, 18, 19, 20 8:00 P.M.
WILKINS THEATRE ON THE UNION CAMPUS
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE BOX OFFICE BEGINNING NOVEMBER 1
$3.00 AND $2.00 KEAN STUDENTS A~D FACULTY ELIGIBLE
FOR ONE HALF PRICE TICKET

MUIIC BY IUalARD aooous
BOOK AND LYIUCI BY OICAa HAMMBltSTBIN, 11
CIIOa&oGILAPIIY BY L\UN HOLD
IICINIC RODUCl'ION BY aouaT HAIIPBR
MUIICAL DIUCTION BY WILLIAM nLDMAN

IT.MW> IYLUON TSL\N

PUaTIID INJODIA'ftOJr: ffl•IMI. lll'r
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A Truly

What Comes of Letting George Do It
b y Anthony Cerq ueira
Last Friday night 's George
Ben son conce rt in t he TPA was a
perfe ct example of an o utsta nding jazz musicia n loweri ng h is
musical sta ndards to meet
comm ercial success. Upo n arriv ing two hours early for the
show I wa s b linded by the
W arn er Bros. logo altered to
rea d " GB. " Thi s wa s supposed to
be a "jazz" concert not a
rec reati on o f Midnight Special.
The ma n w ho created the idea
has to own a pink '57 Cadillac.
Remarks o n th e sign heard
ba cksta ge went from " tacky" to
" I thou ght Warner Bros . had
more class than that. "
Let 's get to the concert . The
support act was made of a
group(?) playi ng acoustic g ui tars,
violin , and piano. Not o n ly did
they not have a na me b ut t hey
also ex p lained to t he sympa thizing aud ience t hat t hey were m issing a · drummer and lead
guitarist. Nobo dy asked t hem if
t hey had half a record contract .
Their sta ge name isn 't as catchy
as Emerson , Lake, and Palmer.
How do they expect to get to the
cover of the Rolling Stone with a
name like Jeff, Dou g, David, and
Ro bi n ? For t he sound o f t he
m usic itself, it bordered o n t he
acoustic si de o f the Eagles/ Poco
syndro me. They did n't have t he
high harmonies of other cou ntry-rock artists . Surprisi ngly, they
hel d t heir ow n t hro ugho ut t he
set.
George Benson 's performa nce
sta rted off on a ga uche foo t.
What had to be the most obnixious disc jockey in t he world
stepped up o n stage to introduce
Mr. Be nson . " Hello to all you
peon , bur n t out college
students! Look who WE bro ught
YOU . Yes , right to your college
town! " God damn! You ' d think
Henson wa s givin g us a free
show. I immediately lose a bit of
respect for an artist w ho
contends with that very low
grade o f hype. Here wa s this DJ
from W RVR attempt ing to take
credit with the production of the
concert. It was on ly the stude nts
who paid the activity fee, and
CCB who got the act, and the
students again who sold out the
TPA. Outrage number two!
Benson is on tour now to
promote his hit album Breezin'.
The albu m is a collection of easy
going, m id dle-of-the- road, jazz-oriented inst ru mentals. Most of
t hi s performance wa s based on
t he latest relea se. Benson and his
band were tight , clean, and ex- .
citing. Benson is one man w ho
has mastered the use of the elec-

Animated Cartoon
by Chris Jarocha

Photo b y Harry Pagdon

George Benson-turned on, tuned up, plugged in, hyped out.

t ric gu itar. A fter I was let down at
a recent Jeff Beck concert , Benson restored my con f idence in a
guitari st
b ri ng ing out
the
brilliance in his instrument. Benson ' s p la yi ng is clear and distinct.
Each note is brou ght out to t he
f ullest. Who said t o be a fast
guita r ist you have to be slo ppy?
The ma n excells in what he's
d o ing . The audie n ce was
amazing . Everyone applauded at
the proper places. The capacity
crowd was si mp ly dazzled by
what Benson was bringi ng out on
his guitar. A n extended versio n
of his hit sin gle " Masq uerade ,"
w hich was written by Leon
Russel l, sun g li ke Stevie Wo nder,
and played like George Benson ,
was phenome na l. Mr. Benson
possesses a great tale nt for scat
singing perfectly to his guitar
playin g.
However, man y jazz e nthusiasts accuse George Benson
of sellin g out to commercial

success . H is sound before t he
recording o f Breezin' leaned
more towards improvisati ona l
jazz . Soon Benson 's tun es will be
heard in shoppin g malls all over
the country. I just hea rd o ne of
his t unes bein g used on an early
m o rnin g t alk s how a s
background music. Wh at Benson does now is sti ll stu nnin g,
but no t up to hi s po tentia l. It 's
practical ly the same as Eric Clapton , w ho is perform ing mediocre
country-rock wh ile still having
the ta lent to become again one
of t he greatest blues-rock
guitarists of our era.
Overa ll the show was slick,
clean , and quite professional.
Several years ago w he n George
Benson came to Kean , he could
ba rely fil l the Little Theater w ith
t he admissi on p rice of a q uarter ;
now he sold out the TPA at $3 a
head. In the case of Benson , and
ot hers like him , what should be
sacrificed , success or musicianship ?

Sparse attendance and rainy
weather marred an otherwise
enjoyable evening at the TPA on
October 20th . The Cartoon
Opera, a m ime show whi ch descr i bes i t sel f as " m i n strel
theatre," was then presen ted ,
thank s to CCB's Dance Performance Series.
Despite its ti tle, The Cartoon
Opera had nothin g to do with
film shorts or comic strips . It wa s
a series of, for lack o f a better
word , skits of original material
and pieces based on ancient
stories, perform ed thro ugh an
entertaining mixture of mime,
so ng, and dance. The t hree
mem bers o f t he company chose
the label " ca rtoon " to describe
t heir concept o f " animation as a
perfor m ing art," or " an imations
in space." In other words, w hat
The Cartoon Opera set out to d o
was to prese nt t heir ta les in a
sty le simi lar to t hat of t he
anima t ed c ar t oon s, u sin g,
how ever, real people instead of
line drawings. It wa s a clever
idea, and it worked .
The compan y was led by mime
Pat ri c k
McD erm o tt ,
w ho
or iginated t he " anim atio ns in
space" co ncept. He w as joi ned in·
some stories by Heather McDermott, who also, when she wa sn't
singing and da n cing , accompanied
keyboard
arti st
Michael Barber on th e guitar.
Out of a repertoire o f seventeen
sketches , they performed
eleven , drawing mainly on
Eastern sources, including Sufi
stories, Chinese poem s, and Zen
koans . Although this verbal description cannot do justice to the
childlike jo"y with which the tales
were acted , relating one of the
koan s m ay give t he proper
flavor. Here goes : two monks
were walking down a road when

Lost in the Masquerade
by Robert Kem
·'Fr.om ghoulies and ghosties
and long leggedy beasties and
things that go bump in the night,
Dear Lord, · protect us." - old
Scottish prayer.

the y came across a woman trying
to cross a river . The elder monk
lifted the woman onto his
shoulders and carried her across,
then rejo ined his compan ion .
The youn ger monk was then lost
in thou ght, and the tw o wal ked
for an hour before he spoke u p.
" Our o rder forbid s the touch ing
of women ," t he yo un g mon k
sta ted, pu zz led . " Wh y, then , d id
you carry that wom an across t he
ri ver ?" The elder monk sm il ed
wi sely and said , " I set her down
an hour ago , Pray tell , wh y are
you still carrying her? "
While the stories themselves
had been taken from world-wide
' tolk traditions, the ·music they
were set to, in addition to the
motivating idea , was entirely ·
or iginal. As t he program stated,
" The Cartoon Opera see ks the
essence o f its inspirati on in
allegori es, anecd otes, r id dl es ,
sagas, and fa bles from t he East
and West wh ich express u niversal th emese w hose o rigi n is the
one ness o f human ex per ie nce."
The idea o f " oneness ," a
beautiful one w hich has unfortuna tely becom e hackn eyed
t hrou gh o ve r- and mis use, was
succi nctly pres ented in t he
even ing's final piece, a part icularl y movi ng prese ntation
titled " King Arthur 's Flight." It
took its inspiration from the
British tales of young Arthur,
who, changed by Merlin 's magic
for a day's lesso n, beca m e a bird
and soared over the earth, learning the u nity of humanity from
t he distance t hus created.
Interspersed wit h th is su ng
legend was a narratio n of astro naut
Russell Sckweikart 's
simi lar emotional experiences
du ring a space walk , illustrated
with slides of the earth as seen
from an orbiting spa ce capsul e.
The entire product ion; w h ile
handl ed in th e de li cate style
fa miliar to te ll ers of child ren's
stories, was p rofessic nally perfo rm ed and managed to raise
philosophical questions while
entertaining. The coordinators
of the Dance Performance Series
should be praised for bringing
this beautiful production to the
campus. One hopes that The
,Cartoon Opera will one day
return, and that the rain will not.

The invasio n hit Kean last
Thursday st.arti ng at eight. Included in the ran ks were m ummies, werewol ves, va mpires,
clown s, foot ball pl ayers, gypsies,
belly dan cers, doctors, et cetera.
The Occasion? The combination
H al lowe'en/ HomeRobert Earl Jones, probably
coming dance. ,
.
best remembered for his feature
Kean
stu d e n ts
p rove d
ro le as " Luther" in The Sting , will
them selves inventive an·d good
appea r at t he invi tation of t he
humored by showing up as .
Co-Curricu lar Prog ram Boa rd on
Novembe r 16t h at 2: 00 p .in . in
everythin g from Siamese twins to
Downs Ha ll.
a blue Crayola (registered
(Continued from page 7)
trademark , used without perHis t heatrical career act ually
the gifts o f the ·spirit is the con- mission). .
_
·
l'ho to by Steve Scheiner.
began wh en Langston Hughes
tro v er sial
g lo-ss al i a,
or ,
Some students showed sans
made him his protege and
enough diversion, while the
" tongues" , whi ch is encouraged costume, but considering some
and :the other man as a geisha)
created l}ON'T YOU WANT TO
ingenuity shown in all the cos- at the seminar .
of th e · items o f appare'I, it was
and a six-pack of Schaefer. The
BE FREE? which ·ran for a year in
tumes demanded a certain
A small , fifty-cent booklet e n-· hara to tell:
'
·
· oriental couple won .
New York City.
amount . o f . respect
from
titled , " Finding New l:ife in the
As ' Fields described it : " Beer
The most creative costume
Mr. Jones will read and
everyone.
Spir it," is important fo ·the flowing through•the estate over
went to the " man i n the fishnt-t
dramatize select ions from the
My pE,:rsonal favorites wt-re th~
instru <ction o f t he seminar. It was , your
grandmother' s paisley
stocking" whose-shoulders were
great works o f Paul Laurence
two girls in rei:l leotards an0
.advised t o meditate o n the 'shawl. " The boreal brew never
like Lana Turner's. He .was
Dunbar , the humor and
horns (It took me awhile to work
instructions o f-t he-booklet for at stopped its journey from keg to
dressed in a blue one-p iece
tragedi es of James Weldon
up to the horns). If they are planleast fi fteen .min1Jtes a diy, seven gullets. Even Richard Nixon and
drum majorette's costume, wi t h
Johnson, other A fro-American
ning on,wearing 'those.,.c ostumes 'writers a~d Shakespeare.
days a wee k.
Jimmy Carter ·were seen speakwhite fringe. and a. st'u_nning hat.
at any time. in the •h.1) d rt! , have·
Participants were adt is,ed nqt , ing wit!) ~ach .qth~r. . •
.
Four guys tried to pick him u p.
· As an added 'f'e ature, M r. Jones
them give me a call. I stick on a
to miss the second week' of .the ·.. " Sa rrt''/ :the Band played . their• . 1· .•The w,1;mt c:~~t tjrne prize we,:it
will share his philosophy of
sem inar if the full benefit of the little hearts out wh ile ento (dare I say it? ) The Fonz . The
mean tail. (Sigh.) •
physical· f itness. He runs ~ _mile
Such costumes a s the
seven-week course wa s to be ob- thusiastic devils, angels and
only thing to be said is that he
daily and .fee ls that if he ca n do
Nightmaster, and the Klan group
tai ned .
hookers b·u mped and grinded
deserved it.
this at a·ge 7~, t ~e w orld s_h_ould
The fi rst sem inar ended at 9, . (ground? ) to .the. ench~ntir:,g
. Usuallr•. I _am busy durin_g , d~served a great deal mor!!
hear ·about it!
•'
but begins every week at 8 p .m. beat. Between sets recorded
college par ties·, but I felt a·certair,, ' praise than received.
sharp, in the Alumni Lounge of disco 'music ~as play_e d, R~eping . , amou nt of craziness in this one
Let's have a costume party
each month . I'm willing to get
· ..,. ·
Downs Hall on Thursda y nights. t he revelers in-a niotfon to rival a ' hitherto ,unknown. I f igure that
dressed up again and I'm sure
(Continued from page 1)
Refreshments were served Sw iss watch.
- t he costumes lent a certain
that most of t he others in
Campus Police shortly arrived
aft erward .
Towards the end o f the evenamount of anonymity to the parattendence feel that wa y. Wh¥ ' on the scene.
It was an open, friendl y, ing a costume contest was held.
ticipants, making them a bit
have that fun only at ,.,. Rodgers was treated ·at
singing, pray ing , and praising at- The winner of best costume, a
bolder iri advances and looser of
Hallowe'en?
·
Memorial General Hospital and
mosphere of approximately fifty woman dres·sed as an American
inhibitions,
How about it out there?
released .
people. Bible-bringing is en- eagle, didn 't stay to collect her
Su'rel y the costumes were parWould you all be interested in
Bacat has. been suspend~d
couraged every week.
. prize. Someone plucked her, I
tly r esponsible. The number of
another masquerade -ball? Don't . f-rom De.Vry Institute, because of
HOPEfully, the seminar won 't think. Instead a elap-offwas held· ·leotards anct hot pants in
put the leotards away yet. Yoo , a violation of the, .attendance
be the end, just the beginning of for the two runhers ~ll p : - ·an - evidence gave the girl-watchers
never know.
• 1 ·, policy.
a Christian maturing process.
oriental couple (one Man in a gi . among Jh~ , crowd more than

Actor
to Speak

Hope

Assaul,t

,.

-
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Country Rock

at Kean
Wednesday, November
10th Student Activities
will be presenting midday "Country . Rock "
show. The four member
group Caligula will be
performing up beat
ballads by well knowns
like The Eagles, Loggins
& Messina, Linda
Ronstadt and Poco. The
show will begin at 12:00
p.m . and end at 3 :00 in
· Sloan Lounge, College
Center. Adm ission is
free .

ACM

All Night Film Festival

Association for
Computing Machinery

Meeting
Tuesday, Nov. 4 , 1976
3 :00 p.m . - CSS103
All
interested
juniors ,
seniors , freshmen , and
sophomorres are welcome .
Refreshments will be served.

to
7:30 P.M.
-Friday
November 19
Place: Downs Hall

Regular monthly meeting, November 9, Room B- 109;
Tues . 1 :40 p.m . Will present a special guest speaker Al
Fleury from Tempi! Div. of Big Three Industries on t he
use of predetermined tempature indication Crayons.
Pellets and P~ints and there application for the ir use in
the Welding , Heat Treating, Electronic and Chemical Industries .
Refreshments Available

Israeli
Cafe Night
Saturday, Nov. 6. 1976
8 :30 p.m . YM -YWHA
of Metro N.J .
760 Northfield Ave .
W . Orange, N.J .
Coat: $2 .50
Israeli music, games and food
Co-Sponsors:
Montclair, Rutgers
Drew, Upsala , N.J .
Union
Kean

Wm.' Paterson

Be ·prepared
••.a

"A Celebration of life
in the Rich Irish tradition of
Joyce, O'Casey, and Behan "
that's what the Philadelphia Inquirer sa id of

Basil Payne
who 's coming to Kean
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 9 - 1 :40 in J -100 (Hutchinson) '-,
to present "Your America, My America"
,
A running narrative of poetry, anecdote, humor and wit.
"Hilarious, Sad, Sadly hilarious," the Irish Times said of
Payne 's poetry. Payne himself calls it. " relentlessly optimisti.c,"
·

* * .,*

Poet, Raconteur, Actor, Basil . Payne has published several .
books of poetry, including Love in the Afternoon and Another
Kind of Optimism.
Last year he_was artist in residence at ·the University ~f
California, and this year, with Fellowship from the N.J . State .
Arts Council, 'he's working on a new book of poems .
Come and enjoy a lively, spirited hour with Basil Payne
·
·
Sponsored by
·
l;nglish Dept. Lecture Committee
' and

a

Townnnd Lectures

t~CHER
'OF

-

READJlitG
.~icatiQns , .

available ·
See Prof. Frances K~•r~a,i .
Hutchinson ·Hall ·

'J-202 D '
OT

Prof. Robert Andrews ·
Hutchinson Hall

J-202 C

6:30 A.M.
Saturday
Nqvember 20
Admission: $1.00

7:30 - "Smile"
Cartoons
9:45 - "Death Race 2000"
Cartoons
11 :15 - "Killer Elite"
' ..
Cartoons
1 :45 - "Whiffs "
Cartoons
3 :20 - " Phantom of the .Paradise"
5 :00 - " Pink Flamingos "

Student Center of the
American Welding Society

Alliance of Jewish
Student Organization
sponsors:

"Rafferty and the Gold Dust
Twins " Sunday, November 7th,
in Downs Hall - Time 7 :30 P.M .
Admission 25¢ .

,.
· ·' Tickets foi' all Co-Curricular Board ·aus Trips will be sold from 12
- · noon until-2 p.m:; Monday through.Friday, in the Student Activities
. - Office, Room CC-143, telephonenumber627,2047. Ple... bring
.. your Kun 1.0. when purchaing tickets.

The Craft Store is OPEN.
Come by to look and
shop. Bring in handcrafts
to be sold. Located in the
Student Center at the
rear of Sloane Lounge.

Spring 1977
Advance Registration
Advance Registration fo r all
MATRICULATED
students
w i ll beg in November 1 6 ,
1 976 . A l l reg i strat i on
materials will be due rn the
Registrar 's Office by noon on
Wednesday, November 24,
J 976.. Please watch for fur - ther informat ion .

Something New Mondays
1 :40 P.M . ,
COMMUNICATION SKILLS -WORKSHOP
Ways to improve interpersonal relationships with your
friends, family, teachers, roommates .
Come to Campus Ministry Office (Bookstore Bldg)
for Info.

New - Something Else Thursdays
3:05 P.M . (Free Hour)
Gathering for SHARING, DISCUSSION, PRAYER
METHODS, BIBLE VALUES, INFORMATION
Campus Ministry Office (Bookstore Bldg)

classifieds··
FOR RENT
Six room apaftment. in private.
home. 3 bedrooms, 1 ½
bathroom reasoneble rat•.
wall to wall carpeting, modern
kitchen, dishwasher. Large and
luxurious in Rahway calf 388- .
0773, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m .

2 room apartment for rent 289·
6386.

FOR SALE
1968 Dodge -Polara. good run:
_ning condition. Asking S400. •
·Will talk. Call 241-2666 .
' Two 14" studded (Shell
67814) betted enow tires with
rims:• UNd on• .w inter. HO. ·
Contact MIN Shiposh in Gym
(2320)
. . _.

0

NOTICE
COME BUY MY CAVE Painting in th• Craft Store. 3'x4'
briNiame, strinlng, setting.

.
Excellent for

_..,, . .•

any

style .f~- .. '
niture. Remember Craft
Store in the Student"Center.

· ,

~
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C-ircle K
North America 's Largest
College Service Organization

All Are Invited
To Attend A

-Welcomes You

Memorial -Service
· for
V-I RGINIA DUERKES

Circle K is a co-ed organization that is sponsored by Kiwanis International with a
membership of 11,000 in some 700 clubs in the U.S. and canada. The objective of Circle K is to provide college students with a means by which students interested in
hell}ing others and becoming personally involved in the search for solutions to community and campus probJems.

Service to the campus and community
Contact: Jim Allen T206
For Further Information

Thursday, November 11
College Free Hour J:15
in the
Browsing Room

THE GRUB STREET WRITER
A LITERARY MAGAZINE :
is now accepting your works in the following literary and artistic genres.
PROSE
DRAWINGS
ESSAYS
PRINTS
SHORT STORIES
PHOTOS
POEMS
DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 15
SUBMIT TO: WILLIS 307-C-305
Include self-addressed stamped envelope if you are unable to
pick up your manuscripts.

Thun&y, ~ember 4, 1976
3:05- 4:00 p.m.
3:0S- 4; 20 p.m. ,
6:30-:11:00 p.m.

Computer Science
CCB Meeting · Choir Practice
Prayer Meeti"R
Mechanical Contracting Majors

s

7:30-10:30 p.m. · ,.
6:00- 7:30 p.m.
a:00-11:00 p.m. _
9:00 p.m.-End

P1edR_e Shpw

·

·

CSS103

-w,oo .
DRIii .
Alumnilge
WlOO
Snack Har
hont-Lge

·

Coffeehouse·

.-

- frimy, NOffinber-S, 197.
6:00-11:00 p.m.
6;00-11 :00 p.m.

·

Sunuy,·November 7, 1976
. 9:30-12 noon · ·
··
1 :45 p.m. bus departs
6:00- 8:30 p.m.
7 :30 p.m.-End
9:00- 1 :00 a.m .
Monday, November 8, 1976
4 :30- 6:30 p.m.
7:30-11 :00 p .m.
9:00 p.m.-End
Tuesday, November
1 :40- 3:00 p.m .

3:00- 4:00 p.m.
6:00 9:00 p.m.
6:30- 9:30 p.m.
7:..0-10:00. p;m. ..,
,,

:;_i. ~. . ,;: :.~:' --~ ••

-~~ ~
.

.' .: ~: •.
.

<--·. ·.

, •·, ,__: • ~•~~:-.. ~~ "., •: '•:"; ~ ./::r : •
'

':- •

•

'

Football Team
Omega Psi Phi Meeting
Jazz Jam

DR Ill
Mtg Rm B
Front lge

--:· · : _._-..t...:::·, .':'.}'.;, -~:=~~!~0/ ..

> ., .. <.

•

· -

- ~· ~

· ~

,-•,

DougaliH.all
TPAMall ·
Alumni lge..
DR Ill
.
TVLge

...

-

- JUl. ,,

: )130 -_. ' .-...

~-.,~aho-?ehl Tau .)·: _· · -•,. . _:;:.;.;.....;. ·,Si-....:..:....
. -42128 . -- . . _· ·
5i8ma
-leta_
Chi
.
:..Wl.07.
" \ -~1~ :. ~~-~-.
. ~1Cappa' l'tii'
· :· 1101· ...
"
~ . -., ~• ;,1-I -.: -~ ~ •-~--~"'; -:--~;••~_' Jt-lu ~~ .-..:t t~.J·,_-_,,:,:, _,·:. ~ .:~·- • ;v.: !~; <:. -=- , :_)•821«, .~.-•. ;~it:_-.-

,,

_,, 1 • _ •

-·

j

' ·_ , :. -~ • '.:
'

inter-Var.sity Christian Fellowship
Theatre -trip "For ~olored Girls ..."
Ma"ss
CCB Movi•e : "Rafferty & The Gold Dust Twins " .
Groove Phi Groove/Sunshine Alley

Townsend lecture Meeting
CC11 2
Only on Tuesday
Front l ge
CEC Meeting
CSS104
Spanish Cultural Social Club
W200
Jewish Organization
W300.
1.F.S.C. Meeting
W207
._....... .,,.
Ski Club
J140
Campus Ministry
)132
Christian Fellowship
)101
International Students i\ssoc.
J130
Occupational Therapy
W302
Townsen.d Lecture presents·: The ·Irish Poet •
)100
BASIL PAYNE
English Club
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Glassboro State Subdues Squires as Offensive Mistakes Decide, 13-6
by John Scannelli
Despite a fine defensive displav and the hard running of Joe
Troise , the Squires of Kean
College were outlasted by a
determined Glassboro State
squad , 13-6, Saturday at
Zweidinger Field .
Defense was the key on both
sides , as the two teams battled
for conference supremacy. The
~quire loss, their second in a row ,
pra ctical ly eliminates t hem from
a confere nce title. Glassboro
still has hope to win it all.
The bad I uck for the Squires
sta rted in the first quarter when,
quarterback Bob Douglas went
to pass and was wacked by
Glassboro tackle Pete Miles.
Douglas coughed up the ball and
Vince Guida pounced on it. "The
defense was outstanding," noted
a dejected coach John Allen. The
Squries defense, held the Profs,
following the fumble recovery
and settled for Dom Antonini's
27 yard field goal.
The Squires came right back,
driving down to the Prof 18,
where a fine drive stalled. Tito
Lajterman booted a 28-yard field
goal knotting the score with
eight minutes in the quarter.
Glassboro (3-5), added three
more points midway through the
second period , when fullback
Tim Braue fumbled and the Profs
John Green recovered at the
Squire 27. Kean (5-3), refusing to
let the Profs capitalize, tightened
as Antonini boomed a 48-yard

Knoth fumbled Ra y Megill 's
punt and GSC's Paul Smith
recovered at the Kean 16. On the
first play, quarterback Mike
Cawley hit John Canderan for a
16 yard touchdown for the goahead score with eight minutes
- remaining.
The Squires fought back desparately but could not capita lize
on two fumbles inside GSC territory. But the Prof defense must
be given credit for holding off a
futile Squire charge. The Squires
now have to bounce back , try to
put more points on the board,
and prove to themselves that
they are the fine team they
proved capable of being.
Kean Quips:
Biff Wilber
played fine game. He is a super
player according to Allen .. .Two
roughing the kicker penalties
took the starch out of Kean ..
.How can a team with a .500
record win a conference? ... Squires meet the Lions of Trenton
1
l'hoto by Steve Scheiner
State Saturday in Trenton .
This is late in the game. The dejected Squire bench watched Glassboro hand them their second
consecutive set-back.
field goal, giving the Boro a 6-3
lead.
Joe Troise , who gained 119
yards rushing , continually
brought the Squires close, but
two opportunities fizzled as
Kean had to settle for two Lajterman field goal attempts. A 42yard attempt was blocked and a
27-yard try was wide.
" We did not execute so well ,

but the effort was there ,"
remarked Allen. Mistakes played
the crucial part of the game as
the Squires fumbled and
dropped passes. " We made
some good catches , but then
dropped the ones in our hands,"
noted Allen .
The Squires , mounted a drive
following the end of a defensive
and scoreless third period , as

Cifrodelli Sparks Rooters by F.D.U., 6-2
by David Schwenzer
Thursday night the soccer
team traveled to Trenton State
and were defeated by score of
3-0. However, on Saturday the
Squires came back and drubbed
F.D.U . Madison, 6-2 at Zweidinger Field.
The offense could not get going Thursday night.
"We weren' t able to do anything offensively. Therr defense
was very tough. We were only
able to get nine shots on goal ,"
commented coach Ochrimenko.
The defensive team for Kean
was able to make a game out of it.
" Two penalties indirectly led
to their two first half goals. In the
second half we played them
even," stated Ochrimenko.
Scoring for Trenton State were
Ben Jasczyscyn, Jim Drumm , and
Tim Parret.
In Saturday's homecoming
game, Eugene Cifrodelli , led the
scoring barrage with two first
half goals. Also in the scoring
column for Kean were, Richard
Odaise, Jose Bastidas , Muses
Alliowe, and Lenny Marino.
" We were a little tight offensively in the first half. The fourth
goal really took a lot of pressure

off us. We really clicked the last
thirty
minutes ,"
asserted
Ochrimenko.

a

The win upped Kean 's record
to eight and four. They have a
conference record of two win s
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Skaters Blitz Upsala, 5-1

by Steve Mucha
The Kean College hockey
team ended their pre-season
schedule with a strong effort
over Upsala College by the score
of 5-1 .

l'hoto by Steve Scheiner

A~dy Karlman eludes a F.D.U. defender and is ready to pull .the
trigger. The shot, however, was wide.

Thedefensewas_spear-headed
by Vince Nardiello, and Tom
Lecalvez. Bob Defino had ten
saves in the Squire net.

and four loses. This Saturday
Kutztown State College travels to
Zweidinger Field . The·game will
start at one o 'clock .

I~WJJllef ®:If ~rt,<!E W<fetJs I

Bob Defino - Boote rs' Stalwart Goaltender

After a scoreless 1st period.
Kean scored first early in the
second period. John Lang
knocked in a rebound of a shot
by Rich Manders. Unfortunately
for the Squires that lead didn 't
last too long. With Kean continuing to apply pressure on Upsala , the Squires got caught up
ice when Upsala broke out on a
two on nothing break-away . The
shot was partially stopped by the
Kean goalie but it had enough on
it to trickle into the net. So the
score was tied less than a minute
after the Squires hau taken the
lead.
The third period was all Kean.
Mitch Wenoch converted a pass
by Mike Griffing three minutes
into the period for a 2-1 lead for
t_he Squires. Then with ten
minutes to go in the game, Kean
College decided to end matters
right then. Tom Mullen and
Mitch Wernoch scored two goals
within twenty seconds of each
other to put the game away . Ken
Hennelly closed out the scoring

late in the game. Stars of the
game: Mitch Wernoch , Charles
Parenteau, and John Lang .
Kean will now open its first
season in the Metropolitan
Collegiate Hockey Conference.
They will play their home games
at the Warinanco Park Ice Skating Rink. The Squires are coming
off a 6-9 record of last year.
Leading team scorers who are
re~urning this season are Bob
Boylan , 24 pts.; Tom Mullen , 23
pts. ; and Mitch .Wernoch, 20 pts.
Team Roster
Left Wing: Don Gambardella.
fr; John Montana, fr ; Joe Melvin,
jr; John Primavera , jr; Mitch
Wernoch, jr; Dave Bresset , sr.
Defense: Ken Hennelly , fr ;
Dean Yack , fr; George Edmondson, fr; Mike Pizzulli , fr ;
Tom Scala, jr; Charles Parenteau .
sr.
Center: Ed Deresky ; fr; Bob
Ciano, fr; Gary Baranowski , fr ;
Mike Griffing, jr; John Lang , jr;
Bob.Boylan , sr.
Goalie: Mike Denofa , soph;
Bob Brummer , jr ; Frank Mosquera , sr.
Right Wing: Bob Rohlander .
soph; Bob Coleman, soph; Rich
Manders, sr; Tom Mullen. ·jr;
Scott LeMatty .

type of goalie. My best attribute
is my long range dive. I also have
ade·quate reaction coming off
the ball. "

by David Schwenzer
Soccer
coach
Tony
- Ochrimenko stressed two words
in describing the Squire of the
Week , Bob DeFino: " Strength "
and " Consistency."

Coach Ochrimenko uses
goalies Bob Defino and Hans
Maslo extensively.

" We have been fortunate to
get consistent play out of both of
our goalies this year. Bob is
physically strong. He is able to
come out of the net very well and
has very good hands," praised
c.oach Ochrimenko.
Bob Defino was born in
Maplewood, New Jersey. He
went to Columbia High School
where he was captain of the
soccer team and set a school
shut-out record with eleven in
one season .

Douglas and Troise provided the
offense. Douglas went to the air
and Troise the groundwork . The
drive stopped again , as the Profs
tightened . Lajterman's 25-yard
field goal tied it up at six with
eleven minutes remaining in the
game.
The biggest mistake of the day
came when , the Profs were
forced to punt . Squire safety.Joe

Asked about his style of play,
Defino had this to say:
" I don 't really have a different
style. However, I am a stand-up

" That way we are both fresh
every time we come in."
What was his toughest contest
so far?
" The 2-0 win over N .J.I.T. It
was a total team effort. It was the
best game of the season ."
Bob Defino's soccer abilities
are a tremendous as·set. But he
has an even greater one, for he is
·a very good student. These two
attributes will take him a long
way .

Saturday, November 6
Soccer .. .. .. ..... . .......... Kutztown State College

1:00 - H

Saturday, November 6
Football .. ......... . ............ . ..... Trenton State

1 :30 - A

Tuesday, November 9
Soccer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Drew
3:00 - A
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Squires' Troise and ·vanicek
Nearing School Yardage Record
Joe Troise, Kean College's All-Conference running back from
Belleville, will become the
Squires all-time leading rusher
Saturday afternoon at Trenton
State.
Troise ran for 119 yards in last
week's 13-6 loss to Glassboro
State giving him 1,581 yards in
three seasons.
The 5-9, 180-pounder needs
two-yards to break Ron Brown's
(1971-74) record and 22 to snap
the season mark , also held by
Brown. Troise has 571 yards this
season and is averaging 29.24
yards per kickoff re.turn.

Kean, 5-3 , will be trying to snap
a two-game losing streak and nail
down a first division finish in the
State College Conference. Trenton , a 14-0 loser to Montclair last
week, and the Squires are both 22 in the conference.
"Last week we did everything
but win," coach John Allen said.
" Turnovers (four fumbles) killed
us. We can't afford to give the
ball up that many times and still
win. It was a shame to see
another great effort by the
defense go to waste."
Kean held Glassboro to 155
yar-ds total offense, while gaining

I. A Championship
Women's Basketball:
I
In The Future 1

by Art Handel
227. The fumbles killed two
Last year's Squirettes probably
drives and led to the profs win- _did more than any previous verning TD in the fourth quarter.
sion to elevate the status of
Trenton (3-4) is led by Nate
women's basketball at Kean to a
Woodard,
an
exceptionally
point where winning every game
quick back, who has 10 TDs
was expected of them .
already and is averaging 4.5 yards ·
It is perfectly safe to predict
a carry. The Squires will have to
that this team will equal the 1975contain him to win.
1976 mark of 15 and 5, if they can
Steve Vanicek, a sophomore
overcome
an
ambitious
wide receiver, needs seven catschedule which indudes such
ches in the last two games to
nationally-ranked 'powers as
break the school record for
Montclair State and Queens
receptions in a season. Pete
College.
Palermo (1974) holds the mark
The Squirettes are so compellwith 23 for 330-yards. Vanicek
ing in so many areas -with an imhas 17 grabs for 319-yards.
pressive player at every position that they can make a believer out
of you. For instance, their
defense last year was
magnificent, yielding merely 52
points a game. They lost only
1; as Nemetz dominated the play .
three regular season games, a
Dee Shiposh and J. Burns
record unsurpassed in their hisdefeated Nettie Smith and Rich
tory. And they possess a curious
Bakker 6-3 and 6-2 in another
psychological factor that should
first round match. A third firstwork in their favor: Despite their
round match, and the most exglittering won-lost record , the
citing one thus far , saw Joanne
season ended on a disappointing
Dundon and Rich Wilson come
note with a loss to Pittsburgh in
back to beat Ron Martins and
tournament competition . Coach
Michele Vodopia, 6-8, 6-4 and 6Hannisch believes this setback
3: In the semi-finals , Burns and
will serve as a stepping-stone to
Shiposh will face Holden and.
further success for the team .
Nemetz. Wilson and Dundon
" The team was at a disadwill meet the winner of the
vantage (against Pittsburg)
match between Hugh Flaherty
because they never experienced
and Kathy Sharp and Bob
tournament pressure before ,"
Neumann and Mary Mckenna .
the coach asserted . " Now that
they've got a taste of it, they
know what it will take to win ."
In most areas the Squirettes
The gym , pool and recreation are a set ballclub. Top returnee is
rooms will close at 4 p .m . on Gela Mazella , a 5-5 senior who
November 24 for Thanksgiving blazed away at a 14.2 clip which
Vacation .
lead the team last year. Her ex-

...-11-n-tr_a_m_u_r_al_&___;·_c_l_u_b_N_
_e-w-----,sI
Volleyball

Flag Football
In action last Sunday , the T-F 's
shut out Phi , 24-0; Tau edged Pi
in an exciting game, 30-22 ; and
Busche became the only
undefeated team with a 22-6 victory over the Ghetto. Schedule
for Nov. 7: 10 a.m . Phi vs. Chi;
Noon Pi vs . Ghetto; 2 p .m . Tau vs.
T-F 's; Bye Busche

Turkey Trot
Last day to sign up for the
Turkey Trot is next Thursday ,
Nov. 11 . Sign up for the cros scountry type race in the office o f
Intramural Activities, D-121 .
There is a men 's and women 's
division, with prizes for the first
four places in each race . Sign up
Now! The · women 's 'race is .7
miles , the men 's is 1.4.

Women's Volleyball results of
October 25 saw Sig Kap forfeit to
Delta Sig ; Beta forfeited to
N .N .A .K. ; the Independents
came back to beat Nu Sigma , 515, 15-2, and 15-0. In the final
match, Pho Theta forfeited to
Alpha Theta. Schedule for
November 8: 6:15 p .m. Beta vs
Alpha Theta ; 7:00 p.m. Nu Sigma
vs . Sig Kap; 7:45 p . m .
Independents vs N.N.A .K. ; 8:30
p.m. Delta Sig vs Rho Theta .

Tennis
The Mixed Doubles Tournament began last week with
three first round matches being
played . Dot Holden and Klaus
Nemeta defeated Pat Hannisch
and Charles Hershey, 6-0 and 6-
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perience helps run the
precisioned offense that Coach
Hannisch demands. Other key
veterans in the backcourt are
senior co-captain Chris Addie,
junior Michelle Vodopia (9 .8
ppg), and junior Mary McKenna
(3.0 ppg).
The forward position will be
weakened temporarily by the
absence of Janet Montgomery,
who is recovering from an
operation. The team 's leading
scorer and rebounder at forward
(12 .9 ppg and 10.2 ppg) , Hannisch cites Janet's movement
without the ball and her aggressive defense as a key ingredient
in the team 's success. Junior
Sharon O ' Donnell (5 .5 ppg),
Trish O 'Connell (6 ppg and 7 rpg)
and Rose Costello further
strengthen the front court.
Jen Savio, a 6-2 sophomore
whom Hannisch calls " the best
surprise of last year 's team ," has
quickly developed into a
dominant performer in t he
pivot. Her statistics are impressive - 10.6 points and 12.2
rebounds per game last year as a
freshman . She has also been
raised on pressure situations ,
such as the nerve-wracked tournament games against lmmaculata and Pittsburg.
In addition to their solid blend
of talent and team concept, the
Squirettes have developed a
faithful following among Kean
basketball fans that provides a
team with an added incentive for
winning.
Next week we'll look at the
promising freshmen and
transfers who will key the
Squirettes' title ambitions .

FRE.S HMEN
Have A Voice In Your
Stud8nt Government

Come Out And Vote
Tue., Nov. 9, 1976
Polls Op~n
9 a.m • to 4 p.m.
In Student Center
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Bella Abzug Blasts Ford Administration
by Bonnie Moorhouse

" Richard Nixon self-impeached himself and gave us
Gerald Ford as his revenge " boomed Rep. Bella Savitzky
Abzug, Congresswomen f;om New York and form er at.
tornE:y ,_ as s~e vehemently denounced the Republ1 c~n
Admm1strat1on before a Kean College crowd of 200 in
the school 's Downs Hall last week .
M s. Abzu g caut ioned her poverty and unemployment.
audience against support ing Figures show the largest proporPresident Ford in the then 'up- · tional increases in the number of
coming election. Ford , with individuals living on poverty
whom she served in the House level incomes, as well as having
for four years, is, she claimed , a forced us to accept poverty
man like Nixon who follows among blacks, families headed
orders.
by women , and senior citizens
" We have to decide whether living on limited incomes."
to continue to back a President
The Congresswoman accused
who regards fu ll employment as Ford of letting the people down
inflationary and as something to by bowing to the whims of big
be avoided. There are 10 mill ion business, by maintaining a 9
unemployed in the U.S. This rate percent interest rate, high rents,
is higher today than at any time spiraling prices, and a $104
between the Great Depression billion defense budget which
and the inauguration of Ge rald she characterized as wasteful.
Ford in 1974. It's remarkable we
" Mr. Ford ran around the
tolerate thi s!" she exclaimed .
coun t ry defending Mr. Nixon
" Ford 's policy has been to veto and Watergate until just a few
every
piece
of
legislation da ys before Richard Nixon quit
presented to him ," shedeclared.
The President has vetoed 62 bills,
wh ile the 94th Congress voted to
override ten.
" Ford 's economic policy has
driven
more families
into

in d isgrace. Ford wa s also one of
the last to admit that Nixon had
done something wrong, just as
he was the last to concede that
Earl Butz should be kicked out of
the Cabinet , and Ford still hasn't

Government Jobs ·Examined
the way.
by Lewis Beck_er
The central question was
" Careers in State and Local
"
How
do I get a job through the
Government" was the topic at
Civil Service?" In answer to this ,
this month 's meeting of the Kean
Mr. Larissa enumerated these
College Public Administration
tips :
Club.
• Religiously scan the monthly
Tony Larissa , a personal
Service
job bulletin,
technician from the New Jersey · Civil
available at most town halls, LibState Department of Civil Service
rary, etc.
was the guest speaker, Mr.
• You must get your foot in the
Larissa outlines the scope and
door;
apply for any and all job
, methods of the Civil Service
announcements for which you ·
System, answering many quesqualify - whether you want that ·
tions raised by the students alonR
particular position or not! Once
you get in the service you can
move within it.
• In addition to your formal
education, gather "Work Ex(Continued from page 1)
perience" relevant to your proto make their experience here jected career goals. This can be
anything but an extension of done on campus by registering
their high school education."
for an internship in public ad" Student Org has a lot to offer,
ministration etc., or work study
the college has a lot to offer, and
programs.
we should make the access to it
• Know your job options , exereasy and we should encouraRe cise them , and hang on .
them to avail themselves of
.perserverence pays off!!
whatever's here so they can
In the future the Kean College
make of it whatever they may." ·Public Administration Club will
Buz Whelan put Piccolo's leavcontinue to present this same
ing succinctly . " Steve has been
type of workshops throughout
here for five years. There's a lot the year. On November 16, at
of affection between Student 1 :40 there will be another meetOrganization and Steve. I've
ing covering " Career Opornever known Student OrR t unitie s in the Federal
without Steve. I don' t think that Gover_n ment" - speakers from
we 'll think about replacing Steve
both the competitive and nonPiccolo but I do think we' ll be competitive branches will be on
able to find a capable Business
hand . Room J-137 is the tentative
Manager."
location of the meet.

Manager Set
To Leave KC

done anything about General
Brown who should also be
ki~,k,~d out."
m very con cerned with
democracy .
Vietnam
and
Watergate represented direct
attempts to rob us of a democracy and I feel very stron gly
about the people who were involved in these matters."
Abzug attacked Ford for discriminating against women . " We
st ill have women who can 't get
decent jobs or promotions and
who earn 56¢ for every dollar
earned by a man. Failure to get
equal rights for women deprives
this country of enormous potential. "
" As a sovereign people, we are
able to affect the course of our
own government. Get out and
vote on November 2 and· get
behind somebody. A low voter
turnout will prove to whomever
is elected that the Amer ican
people simply don 't give a
damn ."

;

Photo bv 5ung "'Joe " Kang

Bella Abzug cautioned the Townsend Lecture audience against supporting President Ford.

A FT Head suspects Wh ·, t ewas h

Marcoantonio Lacatena , the president of the
Ameri-can Federation of Teachers Union that represents
the 3,300 faculty , librarians, and professional staff of the
eight ·New Jersey state colleges , recently charged the
Chancellor of Higher Education, Ralph Dung~n, with
attempting to whitewash an investigation of William
Paterson College Board of Trustees ' actions of August 30,
1976 and September 8, 1976.
The Union leader has called
upon the Attorney General of
the State of New Jersey to investigate the actions of the William
Paterson College Board of
Trustees when on the night of
August 30 they voted with only
four (4) people present to amend
their by-laws so that a quorum
would constitute only three (3)
people, in violation of the law
which requires that •six (6) of the
ten (10) Board members shall be
a quorum. Then , with only four
(4) members present, the WPC
Board of Trustees proceeded to
name its Chairman , Claude Bur-

rill , as the Acting President of the
College at a salary of $38,200 per
year while he was simultaneously
retained as Chairman of the
Board. The WPC Board then
proceeded to granttenuretothe
outgoing College president,
who was replaced by Burrill, and
then granted him a leave of
absence at $26,000 per year for a
period of one full year.
Lacatena alleged in his letter to
the Attorney General dated October 14, 1976, that not only were
the actions taken on these personnel matters illegal because
the Board had no legal quorum ,

Humanitarian Seeks H·e lp
(Continued from page 1)
dances and other fund-raisers
are used to benefit people.
Posters describing Keith 's circumstances were done by a
student under Mae Forgione 's
guidance. Miss Forgione , who
works for the Kean campus
police, is on the committee for
raising funds . " Keith and my
nephew grew up together ; they
live across the street from each
other," she commented .
Other people assisted by
Philip
Portnoy , of
the
Human itarian Association , include a Farleigh Dickenson

Residents Party for Halloween

student who was hurt while in a
bus - $23,000 was raised for her
medical bills and hospital care. A
little boy who was once a " total'
vegetable" now goes to school
through Mr. Portnoy's efforts.
Enough money was raised for
him to have treatments in
Washington , D ~C. by an expert
on accupuncture. A current
Kean student, Eileen Siepermann of Union also owes much
to the Humanitarian Association.
Money was raised for her when
she was hit crossing Morris Ave.
at Two Guys . A car struck and
threw her 70 feet in the air resulting in a coma which lasted for
two and a hal f months.
Anyone intere~ted in helping
Keith Lamera throa gh the AssocIatIon ma y contact Mr.
Port noy at h is home : 688-4708 o r
688-5464. Card s may be sent t o
Keit h Lame ra c/ o St. "F rancis Hospi tal , Tr enton , N.J. 08608, Atte nt ion : Burn Ce nter - ICU.

Homecomin!{
Success.fill
(Continued from p age 1)

Last Wednesday over 300 residents attended the Halloween Party sponsored by the residents hall. The
snack bar at the college center was full of costume clad dorm students. Costumes were described as fantastic and very original. Prizes were awarded to winners of various categories.

Year Ella McGregor, Class of '29 ,
presented by Jonas Daniel ,
president of the Alumni Association .
M r s.
L i 11 i a n
H a r"m e I i n
prese nted a special award of a
Lamr Dodd origi nal watercolor
to the college in honor offormer
fine arts professo r Sibyl Browne.
Deta ils of the Socce r and Football games Sat ur day can be
found on page 14 of t he
Independent.
The day concluded w it h a
cockta il party held at the Town
and Campus .

but that its action in voting that ·
the members then present
constituted a quorum was itself a
violation of the law. The Union
leader further alleged that the
appointment of the WPC Board
Chairman as Acting President at
such a high salary constituted not
only an illegal action on the part
of the WPC Board, but there
would be a conflict of interest on
the part of Mr. Claude Burrill
himself. The Union also alleged
that the WPC Board was, at the
very least, negligent, when during a time of severe f iscal crisis
and after having experienced a
reduction in force, the College
then proceeded to give the outgoing president a fully paid leave
of absence ostensibly to teach at
Rutgers University without requiring from Rutgers an exchange professor as is the usual
practice in such cases.
When the Union leader
enumerated his charges before
the Board of Higher Education at
its monthly meeting on Friday,
October 22 , 1976, Higher
Education's Chancellor Ralph
Dungan pleaded with the Board
of Higher Education that it
should not establish a committee
to look into the charges, stating
that the Union was attempting to
undermine the authority and
confidence of the public in the
Boards of Trustees , but that the
BHE should permit him
(Dungan) to conduct the investigation instead.
Lacatena further charged that
the Chancellor is attempting to
divert the investigation from the
conduct of the William Paterson
College Board of Trustees and its
appointment of Board Chairman
Burrill as acting president to an
investigation of the conduct o f
the ex-college president and h is
leave o f absence .

Tell Kean Story
O n November 9th , the '' O nly
o n Tuesda y" program of the
Stude nt A ffa irs Depa rtment is
very proud to present a most
novel program .
Kean
College ' s Student
Speakers Bureau will prese nt a
program entitled " Kean Story ,
1977." The presentation will
focus on Kean 's relation ship t o .
the communit y,
and
on
programming w ith regard to th e
career needs of our student s.
The Speakers Bureau has
worked in conjunction with th e
Eastern Union County Chamber
of Commerce and has b ee n
presented to outside commun ity
gro ups with much acclaim .
Th is is yo ur choice to see the
prog ram , free o f charge, in J-231
at 1 :40 p.m .
We urge you all to come , and
learn about your coll ege .

S-1

AN ANCESTRESS OF GEORGE VI
OF ENGLAND

Queen Charlotte Sophia, Consort of George Ill, and grandmother
of Queen Victoria from a portrait by Thomas Frye (1710-1762) . She
was a German princess.

Booher Commission
The Booher Commission is
named after the commission 's
chairman, Edward :E. Booher. It
was instituted as a public commission appointed by the New
Jersey Board of Higher Education
under the Chancellorship of
Ralph Dungan. Its legitimate title
is the Commission Financing
Post-Secondary Education.
The commission has done a
series of studies on Fam ily Financial circumstances and patterns
of financing a college education,
analysis of the family income of
fu II-time college . students ,
undergraduate enrollment projections, undergraduate financial-aid heads and resources in
post-secondary institutions ,
needs and resources of undergraduate students in postsecondary education. From the
above studies subsequent
reports were compiled on their
findings . The information from
these reports has been used by
the Booher Commission to

They are believed, by some
organizations, such as the Committee Against Racism (CAR), to
be a threat to lower income
students. The State Board of
Higher Education voted on
September 24, 1976 to implement a basic skills testing
program to determine the reading and mathematics abilities of
all state college students.
Dungan said, " the test," which
he hopes will be standardized
throughout the states higher
education system, "will not be
used to set admission standards."
He conceded that there was
nothing the state could do to
prevent colleges from using the
results of the basic skills test for
admissions purposes.
Some knowledgeable sources
view this test as a possible
measure used along with the
S.A.T., to help curve the number
of low income students admitted
to state colleges.
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and self confidence, with these
two characteristics you are not
afraid to get involved and fulfill
your responsibilities as a college
student.
· ·
• Today's job market reflects
the need for competitive skills, it
is important to have training
whether it is academic or

Meet you, Adrninist~ators
Are you aware of the various
administrators and their
functions within Kean College?
Are you taking full advantage
of the scope of services offered
here at Kean College?
If you are one of the unfortunate students who are
forced to answer NO to one or
both of the above questions,
then following the " Meet Your
Admin istrators" series in Expressions is the first step you can take
' towards increasing your
awareness.
It is impossible for us to interview each administrator individually, therefore we shall
focus upon the minority administrators. In this way we can
expose you to nearly every level
of administration, while letting
minority students know who the
minority administrators are and
what services their departments
can provide. Though this introductory edition contains only
one interview, future edltions of
Expressions will include interviews with three minority administrators. If any area I-las not
been touched upon after we
have presented each minority
administrator, we will continue
the series until every department
of Kean College's bureaucracy
has been represented.
Our first interview is with Mrs.
Sandra Ellison an Academic Advisor.
Mrs. Ellison graduated from
Aliquippa High School in
Pennsylvania and received her
Bachelors Degree in 1969 from
Hampton Institute. A Sociology
major with a Psychology minor,
she placed special emphasis
upon Social Group Work in the
Social Science and Psychological
areas. She received her Masters
Degree in 1972 from Rutgers
Graduate School of Education,
again her emphasis was in the
area of Social.Studies Education.
Mrs. Ellison has also completed

develop a number of
recommendations for the state
Board of Higher Education.
1) The use of a standardized
test to determine a student's
financial eligibility.
2) Establishment of financialaid programs based on merit
rather than educational and
economic need .
3) Establishment of a financial-aid system whereby poorer
families would contribute a
larger percentage of income
than richer families.
·
4) Elimination of EOF (the New
Jersey Educational Opportunity
Fund instituted by the
Department of Higher Education
in 1968). This program recruits
and provides financial assistance .
to needy students.
At one time it was believed
that the Booher Commission's
proposals would dissipate due to
Dungan 's resignation as of June,
1977. The commission ' s
proposals have not disappeared.

twelve additional
graduate
credits in Urban Education here
at Kean College.
Mrs. Ellison's work experience
has also been geared towards
education. Prior to her employment at Kean College Mrs.
Ellison has been employed by
the Office of Economic Opportunity in Washington , D.C.,
the Urban Education Corps in
Edison, N.J. , the Newark Board.of
Education, the U.S. Government
Title I Program and the Mount
Carmel Guild Rehabilitation and
Training Center.
As an Academic Advisor Mrs.
Ellison feels the most important
aspect of her position is to be of
service to students. The office of
Academic Advisement is divided
alphabetically with each advisor
serving students whose last
names begin with certain letters.
Mrs. Ellison is the Academic Advisor for D, E, F, T and W. As an
Academic Advisor she is present
at all Registrations, she also as~
sists students with scheduling
and academic course planning
while they are matriculating at
Kean College. Mrs. _Ellison and all
Academic Advisors provide assistance in academic problems of
every nature, they are prepared
to refer students to the proper
department if the problem requires special consideration or
advice.
Mrs. Ellison has no negative
feelings as a minority administrator, but she does feel
there are certain limitations
within any position . As she stated
" It is up to ym~ to know how the
college operates and functions,
you have to learn to work within
the structure." ·
In speaking of minority
students Mrs. Ellison emphasized that there are two
types : 1) students admitted
through general admissions, and
2) students admitted through the
developmental programs such as

vocational.
• Concentrate on mastering
the basic skills such as reading
and writing.
Mrs. Ellison stated , "One major
focus is getting that degree , it's
something you earned that no
one can take from you. It's not
everything, but it gives you a

Mrs. Sandra Ellison

E.E.O. and E.O.F. which aid
students to strengthen basic
skills. She feels the communication between minority
students and minority administrators could be greatly improved. Mrs. Ellison expressed
definite concern at the fact that it
is mainly general admission
students who seek academic advisement. As she put it "I don't
know the other students who
need help. They just don't come
in . You must seek us out to find
what services we can offer, we
will refer you to the proper
department."
When asked if she felt being a
black woman had helped or
hindered reaching her present
position, Mrs. Ellison responded
that for this particular position it
would not matter if a person
w.ere male or female. It is more a
matter of having minority
representation in a particular office.
Mrs. Ellison admitted the transaction from High School to
College can be a difficult one for
minority students, she feels there
are certain things we should
focus upon :
• Like any other student your
main purpose should be to get
the best education possible.
• Strive to achieve . high
academic standards.
• Develop a positive self image

start."
Mrs. Ellison stressed that four
yea rs of collegei is not a waste for
minority students. She hopes all
minority students will decide to
continue their .education , but it
depends on what you do while in
college. She commented, " You
must strive to do more than just

get by, you have to be a little
better."
Mrs. Ellison had a few helpful
hints to offer minority students
for

use

during

college

and

afterwards. " If you can'r be
sincere be dedicated to your
cause. Be self-confident, Be
grade conscious, Be mature and
alwayi. carry yourself well."
Unfortunately for all Kean
College students ' Mrs. Ellison is
leaving us on November 12th.
She is relocating in the midwest.
Mrs. Ellison plans to continue
her education and is presently
considering Law School.
The office of Academic Advisement is located on the first
floor of the Administration
Building. Mrs. Ellison and the
other Academic Advisors are
available from 8 :30 to 4:30 every
weekday except Thursday when
their hours are 12 noon to 7:00 in
the even ing .
.
Karen D. Jackson

International
Students
by Stephen Abisuga
The International Student's
Association, is a world wide
organization. The group is in existence in almost all institutions
of higher learning throughout
the world . We are aware that
quite a large number of Kean
College students are not aware
of this group's existence on this
campus.
The majority of our members
are foreign students. We
represent students of different
races and ethnic backgrounds.
The purpose of this group is to
initiate and promote programs
to serve the cultural ,
educational, recreational and
social interest of all students.
Last academic year we e xecuted . some successful
programs such as the Food Festival, Fashion Show and various
trips. The Food Festival was a
remarkable event at Kean , We
provided a free tasting of food
from different coumries and

then thrilled the audience with
some steps of cultural dances.
The group was honored to have
last year's Miss Black New Jersey
as one of our models for the
International Fashion Show.
We rounded off the year with a
party for the members and also
said goodbye to the outgoing
members along with the group's
advisor, Mrs. Joan Beisser.
On September 28, 1976, I.S.A.
held its first meeting for this
school term . Officers for the year
76-77 were elected. The officers
are : President, Alva Drakes;
Vice-President, Clifton Pusey;
Secretary, Tom Prillo; Treasurer,
Keith Sears; Group Advisor, Mrs.
J. Jackson (Student Affairs).
The new officers have
promised to work hard and keep
the flag flying. We really hope for
more success this year. All those
interested in becoming a
member of the International
Student's Association - are
welcome.
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Let's Get To The Point

Letters
To The
Editor

by Kamau Jackson
Managing Editor

As-Salaam-Alaikum
{Peace Be on You)
Voting And The
In this our first issue of Expressions for the 76-77
Future Of The Nation
school year, we would like to welcome all of those
that are new to the Kean College Community. We Dear Editor,
111 cooperatio,n with the
sincerely hope that you will find something of value
National
Voter Registration
or interest to you before you leave.
Drive, the Kean College Political
In the coming year we hope you will become a Science Club sponsored a drive
register potential voters at
regular reader of your paper. We say " your " to
Kean . In conjunction with that
because, you are what we are about.
drive, the Political Science Club,
We will try to keep you abreast of news about or on September 21 , 1976, sponsored a meeting with Governor
of interest to Third World Students on this campus.
Brendan T. Byrne here at Kean ,
We intend to become "actively" involved in cam- outside of the Student Center.
Byrne spoke briefly
pus issues, when it is felt that Third World Students to Governor
students in attendance about
are not treated justly or fairly.
the importance of voicing their
As of next issue there will be a letters tot he Editor opinions through voting. It
began to drizzle and in spite of
section. We hope you will take this opportunity to the rain Governor Byrne volunvoice your opinion. We will accept letters from all tarily remained and answered
any questions the audience
segments of the Kean Community.
cared to ask . Most of the
With your help and support we would like to be audience did remain through
your voice. We welcome your suggestions, the entire period of questioning.
It is a rare opportunity that we
criticisms and staff support.
are visited by our Governor. His
Let's Get To The Point will appear each month man· purpose for being here was
and will try to focus in on the world and society and to convey the importance of
voting. This year there is exfrom that point expand our view. So let's get to the pected to be small voter turnout,
because many people feel voting
point.
is not important. I have to
The dictionary defines point as: "A position, disagree. Ask yourself these
place or locality. A specific moment in time. To turn questions:
1) Why would those who do
the mind or thought in a particular direction."
not know the meaning of JUSAt this point in time we must turn our minds in a TICE
campaign on a platform of
particular direction to achieve our rightful position LAW and ORDER?
in a society, of which we are a_.part for better or·
2) Why do two parties inworse. We must not allow ourselves to be related to cluding thousands of people,
purposely force this nation to ·
the lowest rungs of what is supposed to be a "clas- take sidesl
sless" society. Though the physical chains have
3) Why do two men go before
been removed from us we continue to be mentally a nationar audience and ca II each
enslaved by lables like "economically deprived," other liars and incompetent?
"culturally disadvantaged," "minority." We must
Answer:
realize that there are a lot of ways to say NEGRA.
Because they want your vote.
Have we become like a well trained dog, that no This is evidence of the extent to
longer has to be kept on a leash, that comes when which candidates will go. They
may even listen to your wishes,
his master calls. A dog will respond to whatever which
give you automatic
name he is called by his master. How many of us bargaining power . Whether or
not the candidate enforces your
identify and respond to those labels?
wishes after you vote for him,
During the seventies we have allowed ourselves your wishes have been exto be diverted from our purpose. Partying, gettin pressed nonetheless. That is why
I feel voting is important
high, w.atching the boob tube are not things we because, although confined by a
have to be ashamed of except when we use them to two-party system, my wishes
distract and amuse ourselves in order not to deal have been EXPRESSED.
I must say, however, that the
with reality. Have we lost sight of our destination? problems of this nation cannot
Or is it, that in our dazed confused state of mind we be' solved through political
alone. They can be solved
fell like we have finally "arrived"? The little that we means
by bringing back and believing
have we owe to those who struggled before us to in the human morals of honesty,
make our lives a little betterthan theirs. What dowe integrity and human concern . I
believe there is hope, when two
intend to offer "our" children? Are we willing to men, Judge Sirica and Sam Ervin
make the road a little easier for them? Are we will- can remove the most powerful
in the world because of his
ing to accept our responsibility to make the world a man
immoral acts which could not be
little better·as we pass through it?
justified or " excused". (?)
The ultimate fate of this nation
Let's get to the point right here, right now. We
lies in the hands oft hat Universal
need some of that party spirit and energy that we Force, whatever you interpret it
have so much of. Let's channel some of our spirit to be, which controls the life and
ideas of man . Whether it will reinto Kean College. Let's transform our energy into establish
our morals to follow
concrete form. We need your body and some of our natural course, or allow us to
your time to serve on various committees and ac- perish at the hands of our immorals are questions that only
tivities. We are always complaining about what is time can answer.
Thom Moyd
wrong. Did you ever think it starts with you and your
attitudes. If you are as concerned as much as you
complain, check out the Third World office for a listing of opportunities. Are you ready to take on
Opinions expressed in the
signed columns of this
some of your responsibility?
publication are not necessarily
At this point in time we must turn our minds in a reflective of the opinions of the
particular direction to achieve o·ur rightful position editors. Furthermore, anything
printed within , unless clearly
in a society of which we are part.
noted, is not to be construed as
Ma-Salaam official policy or opinion of Kean
{Goodby in Peace) College _o f New Jersey.
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Expressions
·Editorial
On behalf of tlie Expressions staff I take this opportunity to thank my counterpart of the
Independent, Phil Cafasso, and his staff for their
spontaneous assistance in the development of this
publication. Your suggestions, advice and technical
skills have been of tremendous value to our cause.
We thank Chris Cottle, President of Third World
Movement, for appropriating, from the
organization's budget, the monies necessary for
sustaining this · publication. The entire TW community should feel honored to have a president
with the foresight to see the necessity of, and the
potential for a continuous publication; The value of
which, because of the strength it affords, for any
organization, is immeasurable.
I admonish every member of the TW community
at Kean College to avail yourselves of the opportunities for involvement within your
organization.
The executive board of 1976-77 is taking special
care in attempting to provide programs that are
beneficial to the entire TW community. I commend
them for their efforts. However, they could receive
no better commendation than to have those they
are working for actively participating in the Third
World Movement. I trust that through the continuous efforts of all parties mentioned herein, Expressions will continJJe to grow and to serve .you,
Editor-in-Chief
Calvin Wood

Editor-in-Chief: Calvin W9od
Managing Editor .. ..... .. ...... .... ............ Kamau Jackson
News Editor ... . ............................... . Karen Jackson
Feature Editor . ....... .. . . ....................... Victoria Bostic
.Photo Editor ................... . .... . ... . ... Lorriane Nunnerly
Arts and Graphics Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Derek Dent
Head Typist .. .. .. . .. ........... . ............... Rashida Jackson

News:
Thom Moyd, Dawn White , Steve Abisuga
Feature:
Ron West, Neil Wheeler, Mosi Chavis, John Walker, Brenda Tisdale,
Willie Washington, Arthur Wheeler, Karen Jackson
·
Typist:
.
Valora Lockett, Carmen Spellman , Denise Pittman
Advisor:
Professor Charles Tyson
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_Good Living
With useful tips on
• Diet
• Nutri tion
• Health ful Ex ercises
• Na tural Remedies
• And An Assortment of
• Other items of concern to
your physical and spiritual well
being.
Good living is something i n
which we all , as maturing adults
here at t<ean College and
elsewhere, should be concerned
with . Many of us involved in our
da y to day activities, have
tendencies to neglect and over
look some of the very essential
ingredients our bodies and
minds need to function at a
higher level. This, I feel , comes
from years and years of constant
conditioning to the same activities and routines that most of
us, on campus as well as in our
homes, have become used to.
We have grown to depend more
and more on our bodies to take
care of themselves, without any
assistance from our · personal
energies.
.
This . is primarily our reason
here at Expressions, to bring to
you this new and informative
column. We entitled it " Good
Living," because in our opinion,
this is what it is all about; living as
good and healthy a life as possible while you can. It is my hope
and desire to supply the reader
of this column with informative
and enlightening knowledge on
things such as proper diet and
nutrition for our bodies, natural
and herbal remedies to help us
combat disease and sickness,
healthy physical exercises to bring about more movement and
flexibility to our bodies, and a
host of other items of best

in terest to o ur physica l and men tal evolution .
To even attempt to include all
ot-. the knowledge ava ilable_ on
health and natural living in th is
small column would be fruitless
for me simply because there is
just too much information
around. However, I feel
obligated to give you as much
knowledge as I possibly can from
my own personal experience as
well as from a number of other
sources in each of the following
publications of Expressions. It is
my hope that, with love and
sincere desire that the tips to be
included will help you to feel the
sweetness and power within you,
and opening to it, let it lead you
to your complete fulfillment.
Because of the length of the
introduction of " Good Liv'ng" to
you the reader, I have decided to
let this article stay just as that- an
introduction to what is yet to
come in the following
publications of my column. I feel
a good and thorough opening to
any new piece of information is
essential to help you get a better
understanding of the theme and
connotation of what is being expressed by the writer. So in our
next edition of Expressions, keep
your eyes peeled for this newand innovation column . In it I
will try to include some points on
the importance of a stable diet
and foods of high nutritious
value to the body . If space
provides, I will attempt to list
some of the advantages of a
vegetarian diet for healing purposes as well as maintaining our
good health. Look for us, 'cause
we'll be looking for you 1· ·
Health and Happiness
Mosi Chavis

New Chief Executive
Christopher Cottle, president
of the Third World Organization
for the 1976-77 academic year at
Kean College was interviewed by
reporter Ron West of Expressions on October 1, 1976 at the
campus radio station WNSC,
following an on the air rap session with station D.J. Arthur
Wheeler.
Chris is a graduate of Central
High School in Newark and was
active in student government
and various extra-curricular activities while there. Chris is a
junior with a major in Elementary
Education. The 20-year-old chief
executive was questioned on a
number of issues concerning the
direction, development and
growth of the Third World
Organization . He responded to
questions about his role as
president and what benefits,
<.:hanges and advancements he
believed Third World students
can expect at Kean College. His
response to the questions in the
interview with this reporter are
as follows:
Expressions: Chris you served
as secretary for the TW executive
board in the last administration ,
is that right?
Chris: Yes, that is right .
Expressions: Chris in that
position what changes or improvements did you see needed
to be made in the organization
and what motivated you to seek
the office of president.
Chris: Well, in my position as
secretary I did not see any particular improvements necessary.
I must say that last years administration was the best the
organization has had. I only
hope my present administration
can be as good. Personally I want
to get more people involved. I
want to start a bigger recruiting
campaign. We found last year
that a lack of involvement was
our main concern. Many people

did not come out because of a
lack of interest
they just did
not care . This year we are trying
to institute more creative and
stimulating programs .
Expressions: It has been said
that the past administration
dragged its feet in initiating
programs . Would you care to
comment?
Chris: I do not know of any
programs that we said we would
do- that we did not. Holdups,
:nainly
with
Student
Organization and the money we
are supposed to receive from
them contributed to this belief.
However, once we got financially set we did everything we
set out to do. Again , I just wish
we had more people to come out
and participate.
Expressions: Chris, will you
and your executive board hold
yourselves
personally
accountable for the actions of the
Third World Organization and
for the programs that you initiate
or fail to initiate?
Chris: To a certain extent. I
trust that the Third World community this academic year will
not shrug any responsibility, that
they will come out; get involved
and present new ideas, so that
the weight does not fall on the
executive board. We are here to
institute whatever they want us
to. It should not all be on the executive board. In other words, if
they have new programs they
might want to,see, bring them to
us. If we cannot institute them
this year there is a chance we can
institute them next year.
Expressions: This year we have
quite a few new minority
students on ca_mpus. It can be
imagined that many of them introduced to the Third World
Organization for the first time,
would wantto know ... What can
the organization do for me? How
would you answer that?

or

Empty Seats?
Dance plays an important role
in every culture . It -plays an
outstanding role in Black culture
because for two hundred years
or more dance was a way for
black slaves to express
themselves . They expressed their
emotions, their cultural needs
and wants and it also became a
way for them to·exile their frustration s. Their form of dance, in
its rythmn and style , was the only
thing· they could call their own .
On September 28, CCB ·
presented Rod Rogers and his
dance troupe in the T.P.A. The
performance was dedicated to
Black history. It was not only a
form of entertainment but it was
an educational tool as well. The
message thatRod Rogers wanted
to relay was clearly understood
and rewarding in his dance composition. The composition con-- sisted of a variation of smooth
gliding patterns, emotional and
strong percise body movements.
The composition was complemented by a condensed
briefing of black history. Pictures
of important people and events
were in the background setting
an abstract pattern to the dance
movement. The composition
relayed its message of Black his-

Chris: Third World 's basic
function is to bring cultural ,
social , educational , and political
activities to the minority student
that they otherwise would not
see if there was not a Third World
Movement. Not saying that the
campus does not provide activities, but it would not be as
beneficial to the Third World
community because the established college organization
does not know everything there
is to know about Third World
students. In order to have good
programming for minority or
Third World students, you must
have people knowledgeable of
Third World culture.
Expressions: Chris, it has been
rumored that members of the

tory very well. The story and
thought could only be read or
portrayed through visual communications.
Rod Rogers is a black man who
descended from parents who were both professional dancers.
Consequently he decided to excel in his dance skills.
·Hence, choreographing his
own dance composition . He·
decided to form his own dance
troupe because he felt joining
another's troupe would not give
him the opportunity to compose
his own work. Rodgers formed
an inter-racial dance troupe
which _
b ecame a success.
· " Give Me Something Real",
was a dance composition
choreographed to Ashford and
Simpson 's-big hir recording, as
only they could sing, with so
much meaning. It eas a performance which enlightened the
hearts of all who glimpsed its
beauty. A love scene, in which
both a man and a woman.desired
to have something real , found
that the only way they could accomplish their .goal, in the establishement of love, was to join
together in unison resulting in
faculty, the administration and
many white students look upon
the Third World organization as
being as extremely militant
organization. Would you care to
comment?
Chris: Well , first of all I have
not seen or heard anything from
a member of the faculty, administration or student body that
would support the statement
that Third World is militant.
Secondly, as a matter of fact, I
thin!< we have established good
rapport, this year, with both the
administration
and
student
organization. Last year I think we
got along fairly good with both.
This year I do not think there
should be any basic problems. I
have been here for three years

having a relationship they could
say was " Something Real. "
The performance was rewarding to all who viewed its
·presentation. When we look at
what is now history, we are looking at something that reflects the
truth and to avoid its re-occurence of mishaps we have to
push forward in our future and
hope it does not reflect our past.
The majority of minority
students at Kean Collete have
often complained about the lack
of cultural and social actiyities on
campus. Where were those
concerned minority students
who failed to fill those empty
seats in the T.P.A .?
I hope if there is a next time for
Rod Rogers and his dance troupe
to perform, or anyone else,.that
·reception· will be warm and
sincere. Hopefully there will be
no empty seats available in the
T.P.A . For those concerned
students this was the beginning
of a more positive and cultural
atmosphere at Kean . I hope all
students, will partake in all the
activities in the near future here
at Kean .

tne

Brenda Tisdale
and I think this is the best
Student Organization I have ever
seen . I think it is a very fair and
liberal minded organization ;
looking out for the best interest
of •everyone.
Expressions: Chris do you feel
comfortable with your executive
board and do you feel they are
competent enough to handle
their positions .
Chris; Yes, I do feel comfortable with this executive
board. I feel they are very
competent. I think we are all trying to do our best in putting forth
the programming we have
scheduled for this year. I think
we will be very competent in the
future insofar as seeing ·that
everything goes smoothly .

Spotlight On

Ali Reynolds

On Saturday, October 30,
1976, Ms. Al i Reynolds, a senior
Speech-Theater-Media major at
Kean , was
proclaimed
Homecoming. Queen 1976-77
during halftime at the
homecoming football game. Ms.
Reynolds was one of five young
ladies under final consideration
by the judges. The judge 's final
decision was based on how involved the ladies were with
school and outside activities.
Upon exammmg Ali's pass
record of involvement one can
agree that the judges made a
wise decision .
Ms. Reynold's was born in
Newport News, Virginia. She
started studying Theater in
Junior High School. Ali played
leading and supporting roles in
plays such as My Fair Lady, The
lnfanta, and many other popular
plays. As a five year member of

the
International
Thespian
Society she was honored as the
1969 International · Thespian
Queen . At Florida A&M University Ali did scenes from Greek
plays at college level Festivals. At
Saint Paul's College she played
the lead in A Raisin in The Sun.
Ali also wrote many plays in high
school and for scout troops in
many different cities in both the
north and south. At Kean
College she participated in many
different ·p(ays as an actress, a
director or on the business end
of producing.
In a telephone interview Ms.
Reynolds paid compliments for
the " professional " manner in
which the entire homecoming
affair was conducted.
The Expressions staff and the
entire Third World commun ity
congratulate Ms. Reynolds.

I
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You Don't Say
by Arthur Wheeler
Weas a people can easily recall
in our childhood , going through
the phases of education . Linco In ' s
birthday
and
Washington 's b irthday were
constantly drilled into our subconscious minds to the point that
we rejoiced on these so-called
holidays.
In the event of someone mentioning Demmark Vesey, Nat
Turner, or Piankki The Great, we
would be at a loss for words. We
were a people in need of pride.
We had to search through a history so unfamiliar to us that when
we found it, many would not
believe. The truth is hard to
digest, while a lie can be
swallowed like water.
The answer to the question of
why Black History has been
omitted by the so-called historians is known by many. Passively allowing these omissions
· will add to our weakness.
Knowledge will serve to
strenghten us. Observations of
specific holidays are your personal business. If you are a New
Jersey resident, you follow the
la ws of New Jersey and observe
its holidays, the same applies for
history. We know more about
Washington chopping down the
cherry tree than about Benjamin
Banneker making the plans for
the building of the White House.
Until we do understand our history we will just be a lot of people
with no d irection .
So we will prepare ourselves
with food o f the knowledge of
our heritage. In ancient times, it
was customary fo.r_ the ruler of
Egypt who held dominion over
all the surrounding communities
to collect tribute from those
communities. This tribute or-

dinarily was in the form of gold
and silver. This custom went on
until Piankki (720 AD) who was
the King of Nubia, decided that
he would retaliate and put an
end to the Egyptian oppressive
tactics. Piankki ·would send his
tribute to King Osorl<ia II , in
boats up the Nile. After careful
planning Piankki again filled his
ships with gold and warriors.
Along the way up the Nile, he
destroyed towns until he came to
Memphis, which at the time was
the capital of Egypt. Osorkia ,
who had not had a war in ye.frs
gave up without a fight, and
Piankki became the conqueror
of Egypt.
Black History is filled with
stories of warriors with courage,
men of scientific minds, story
tellers and poets. Many poets
such as Langston Hughes, Paul
Laurence Dunbar, and Nikki
Giovanni are well known , but
one of the most gifted poets
since the dawn of time, was one
Antarrah lbn Shaddad, known to
history as Antar. Antar was the
son of a Black prince and a
peasant woman . He was a wise
and intelligent warrior, with
strength to match. Antar fell in
love with his cousin Alisa , who
was a princess. He began writing
poems to her. Antar's poems are
regarded as models of Arabic
style. One of his poems is
inscribed in gold and hung at the
Kaabah in Mecca. These are but
two brothers who have contributed to our heritage. It is fitting that we should know of
them and be proud of them , for
what they have accomplished
w ill help us in our endeavors.
Peace & Happiness
(until next time)

November 4, 1976
sidered distasteful behavior, will
through the process of
el imination, give way to some
other unwelcomed behavior.
It seems surprising, however,
that man should strive for
perfection only to realize that

A Perfect
Human?
Hal
As I look out of the window of
my mind, I see man-that unpredictable bundle of unnecessary
desires, along with his inescapable needs and emotions. All
which make him a superior
species, just because he can
walk, and talk to others of his
kind . If there is one thing I know,
it is that man has a lot of
undesirable
qualities. Since
there are so tnany of us that
possess these qualities, we learn
to accept these chara'cteristics or
just overlook them. This causes
us to be hypocritical to ourselves
as well as to others.
Instead of trying to put a stop
to these undesired qualities, we
try to live with them when we
really do not wish to.
If you are wondering · what
type of undesired human
qualities I am referring to, just
think of all the human frailities
that you possess, then you will
have a generalized idea as to
what some of these characteristics are. It's true, that you cannot
change (totally in personality ) in
" a twinkling of an eye," but you
can change gradually.
This change in unacceptable
human character would have to
begin at birth. The instrument
that plays an important role in
this character chang,e , is
inevitably, the parent.
Through the parents, a child
will discover what is socially
acceptable and unacceptable . If
the par~nts .~r~ -~!JCcessful (over
the years) in convincing their
children not to conform to
unacceptable behavior, then
gradually what used to be con-

the secret to becoming perfect is
the realization of all his
imperfect modes of behavior,
intellectual deficiencies and in
attempting to correct these
faults.
John Walker
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Top Sixteen For The Month of October
as seen by D.J. Willie Washington of WNSC
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4. A Fifth of Beethoven
5. Message in OUr Music
6. You Should Be Dancing
7. Wherever You Go

j

,

fj

Walter Murphy
O'Jays
BeeGees
Skip Mahoney &
The Casuals
Fania All Stars
8oz Scaggs
Mark Redice
Salsoul Orchestra
Stevie Wonder
Richie Family
Wild Cherry
Side Effect
Earth, Wind & Fire

8. Desafio
9. Low Down
10. If You Can 't Beat'em
11. Nice N' Nasty
12. Sir Duke
13. Best Disco in Town
14. Play That funky Music
15. Always There
16. Saturday Night

Top l.P. of The Month
Each semester a group seems to reach out and grab the minds of
this party happy Kean College campus. We have seen a B.T. Express,
Earth, Wind, & Fire, and Brass Construction semester. Now as I
predicted we are in the realm of a " Wonder" semester. That's righ t!
Stevie Wonder has come out with a smok 'n two album set entitled
" Songs in _th~ Key of Life. " Ranging from disco, love, and classical
sounds, this 1s and LP that everyone on this campus should have.
Be sure to listen to Willie Washington 's disco-express show where
he plays nothing but the best in good soul music, every Wednesday
from 10:00 p.m. to12o'clock midnight. To hear all the other top D.J.'s
tune ;n to WNSC S9AM on your rafo', d;,1.
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Interview with Minister Farrakhan

Photo by M arta Ve rn o

On Thursday evening October
7, 1976, the national spokesman
and representative for the
,Nation of Islam, Minister Abdul
Halein Farrakhan, spoke in the
T.P.A. The lecture was sponsored
through
Townsend
Lecture
Series in cooperation with the
Third World Movement. The articulate minister spoke to a
predominantly black audience
of Kean students. Minister Farrakhan was inte r viewed
backstage before his scheduled
lecture by Expressions reporters
Neil ·wheeler and Ronald West.
He was questioned about a
number of topics on the domestic and international scenes.
Expressions: Minister Farrakhan what basically, is the objective of the Nation of Islam?
Min. Farrakhan: The main objective of the Nation of Islam today is to free the human mind
from the shackles of mental,
moral and spiritual slavery
through the truth of Islam .
Expressions: What do you
· think of the Bicentennial celebration?
Min. Fam,khan: America has a
lot to celebrate. We in the Nation

of Islam do not celebrate in the
same spirit as the American
people. We do celebrate in the
spirit of hope that the things we
have gained show signs that we
will overcome the obstacles in
our past to full freedom , justice
and equality. America is a 200year-old baby nation, and like all
babies it has trouble in her
beginnings. America as a baby
receives her nourishment from
the concepts and doctrines of
Europe. These concepts and
doctrines were rooted in racism .
So the Bicentennial to me is like
the celebration of a two year old
baby. For two hundred years, it
stayed on the breast of its
mother.
America has been on the
breast of England and Eu rope for
200 years. Now it must look for
something wholesome to feed
on to grow stronger. The most
wholesome thing I see in the environment is the Bilalians or
Blacks with true social concepts
that can rectify the decadence of
America.
Expressions: What do you
think of the two Presidential candidates and what are the most
important issues?
Min. Farrakhan: The Hon.
W .D. Muhammad stated earlier
this year that for him to endorse a
candidate, that candidate would
have to jump pretty high and he
did not see any high-jumpers in
this race.
Jimmy Carter has stated an issue that is very close to the
American People. American
people want a return of
government to the people, and
for the people; A return to moral
principles and integrity, that are
in the documents of the founding fathers. America wants a

moral leader who is strong
enough to take a stand on the
side of right and just.
Expressions: Min. Farrakhan,
what type of support has the
Nation of Islam received from
Third World countries aborad.
Mjn. Farrakhan: Since the passing of the Great leader the Hon.
Elijah Muhammad, many black
people in America seem to be
confused, disillusioned and even
hurt over the new trend of the
Nation of Islam. They feel the
Nation of Islam has abandoned
them since opening its doors to
caucasions or to whom ever
wants to become a Muslim. It is
just the reverse in the Third
World . The teachings of the Hon.
W.D. Muhammad have been
well received in the Caribbean
and African countries and many
of their heads of state that I have
spoken with applaud the move
of the Hon. W.D. Muhammad.
Expressions:
How should
Blacks and Hispanics who are a
minority on a predominantly
white campus interrelate with
one another?
Min. Farrakhan: We must first
be brothers. We ·cannot be
brothers with other human
beings until we establish strong
and good .relationships among
ourselves. Get together and
interrelate with one another. On
a college campus, you have an
opportunity to exchange ideas,
and get to know other ethnics as
human beings. Racism keeps us
from tr.ying to understand one
another, it keeps us from trying
to reconcile our differences. The
college campus is not a place
where we should isolate
ourselves, but place where we
should get to know the
dominant community and

a

together you might change the
world of tomorrow.
Expressions: Min. Farrakhan
what is the significance of the
word Bilalian(

Min. Farrakhan: In the Nation
of Islam we believe that it is very
uncivilized to refer to the various
ethnic groups by color classification.
The Hon . W .D.
Muhammad teaches that human
beings should be classified by
the controlling forces that determine the nature of habit of that
human. So the Hon. W.D.
Muhammad to take black
people in America away from
color classification , gave the
name Bilalian. It's a name which
suggests blackness, without ever
saying it because Bilal was a black
man, it suggests African without
ever saying it because Bilal was
an Ethiopian. It is a name which
suggests Muslim without ever
saying it because Bilal was a
Muslim. So you are not saying
African and your are not saying
Muslim, you are saying Bilalian.
Thus, saying all three of these
things without saying either.
Exp;essions: What is your
opinion on marijuana consumption?
Min. Farrakhan: The world is
filled with much pain . The reality
of life today is a harsh reality. Wf!
have a world filled with poverty,
bro!<en homes, broken hearts,
broken minds and broken
pocket-books. When you find
human beings without the
knowledge with which to
change the factors in their environment, they retreat from
reality and seek relief for
pleasure to avoid pain ; Pleasure
through sex, drugs, sports,
music, anything to take our

_
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minds off the painful reality of
life in a society that you do not
have the knowledge to cope
with . These things are contributive to the increase in drug
and alcoholic consumption and
sexual promiscuity.
Expressions: What should
college students seek in man and
woman relationships?
Min Farrakhan: The real
human being is not the body, the
body is the housing for the real
developed mind . If you are attracted to a woman because of
external good looks and her
curves you never meet her. You
just see the house she lives in . If
you just try to get acquainted
with her proportions and not her
mentality then you are doing
yourself a disservice. The real
you is spiritual. The physical
body is the carrier for the
spiritual being. Words and
concepts bring agreement of the
minds, which will bring about a
natural agreement of the body .
So; this is the kind of relationsnip we would like to see
developing on the college campus, since college students are
tomorrow's leaders.

